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(This article needs grammatical corrections further down in quotes.) Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood is an anime series from 2009-2010 that follows the manga created by Hiro Arakawa more closely than the 2003 series. The series was licensed by Funimation Entertainment. Repeated quotations (second introduction of series 2-8): Alchemy: the science of
understanding, deconstruction and reconstruction of matter. However, it's not all-the-old art. You can't create something out of nothing. If someone wants to get something, something of equal value should be given. This is the law of equivalent exchange; the basis of all alchemy. According to this law, there is a taboo among alchemists. Transmutation of a
person is strictly prohibited. For what can be equal to the value of the human soul? Gluttony: Can I eat it? Edward: Fuzake n Na! (It can be considered a winged phrase of sorts, as Edward is constantly heard saying. This basically usually translates to how to stop yanking me around!) Alphonse: Niy-San! (In Japanese, nia-san means big brother. Al was
constantly heard saying this to Edward to get his attention, calm him down, etc.) Episodes (edited) by Isaac McDougal: Just froze the guard solid and boiled his comrade alive Water freezes, the water boils. Anyway, you're also dead. (The spear lands in front of him.) It's alchemy... Edward Elrick: What disgusting to do. McDougal: You of all people should
know that great things require great sacrifice. Isn't that the law of the equivalent exchange?! Edward: Keep your breath. The laws of Alchemy do not justify murder! McDougal: So it's not you? (points to Edward's brother) Alphonse Elrick: Oh... Um... Lol I am his younger brother, Alphonse. McDougal: But he's a khovd! Edward: becoming angry at his growth
mentioned oh yeah, CAN A RUNT DO THIS?! Edward uses his alchemy to trap McDougal, effectively restraining him. McDougal: I've heard stories, but I could never have imagined it; Fullmetal Alchemist is just a small child! Edward (now absolutely furious): Grr ...! DON'T CALL ME LITTLE!!! Edward is using his alchemy again to send McDougal on a flight.
Ed is then shown venting, taking deep breaths. Alphonse: You know, brother, I don't think he really talked about your height just now. Edward: Freezes up, then angrily still: WELL EVEN IF it wasn't, he ALL PISSED ME OFF!!! Mays Hughes: Oh, tell me! Looks like my time was perfect! You're elrick brothers, right? Runs to Alphonse and vigorously shakes his
hand Oh, how, it's a great honor for me to finally meet the youngest state alchemist! You're real. I'm a lieutenant. Lieutenant. Mays Hughes, nice! Alphonse: Um, you want Edward. Actually, I'm his little brother, Alphonse. Hughes: I'm surprised edward Unfortunately, I had no idea you would so... Edward (thinking): Come on, say little. I dare you. Elysia
Hughes: 'Pointing to Alphonse': Big Brother... (pointing to Edward): ... younger brother. Edward: It suppresses your anger at what is called little Nice to meet you... My name is Edward Elrick ... this is my younger brother, Alphonse Elric ... get it? Youn-ger brot-her... Elysia: But junior doesn't mean much. You're small. Edward: Grrrr ...! Now it is shown that
Alphonse will hide them when they enter the residence of Hughes WHERE CAN YOU BE ME LITTLE?! HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING IN THE MIRROR LATELY?! I'M TALLER THAN YOU! Alphonse: Just let it go, Ed. These people are now pleased to let us stay here. Solf J. Kimblee: Hands down, this must be the funniest joke I've heard in a long, long time.
Freezing Alchemist wants me to come play his buddy. Well, as much as it sounds fun, Crimson Alchemist works alone, as always. McDougal: Kimbley, if we work together, we can bring down Bradley and his god-forgotten military! You saw the horrors that happened in Iswal, you were there, damn it! You know what Bradley ordered us to do, the man he really
is! ... That's why you killed all these officers, isn't it? Send him a message? Kimbley: (short laugh) I think you got me all wrong. My motives are not as sophisticated as revenge or honor or anything from that... The reason I killed all these people... Because I could. It's that simple. McDougal: That's very bad, Kimbley. It's really really bad. (the guard he froze):
Keep up the good work. McDougal: Looking at Alphonse's armor, there's no one there. It's empty...! But it's... this can only be true if his soul has been associated with armor... So you lost your hand... And your brother ... He lost his whole body... Heh! I see... it all makes sense... You fools have committed the ultimate taboo! You were trying to transmute a
man, weren't you? Alchemy is the only unforgivable sin! Edward (calm): You know... There are a few lines that you really shouldn't cross. Alex Louis Armstrong: Hi, Edward Elrick. When I heard you were in the hospital... I THREW MYSELF RIGHT OVER! (The Elric brothers tremble timidly.) And as I suspected, you're desperate for my help! (He undresses
from his shirt.) Elrics: WAAHHHH! Armstrong: You need an example of the perfect physical model to inspire your recovery! You see?! You're already looking alive! Edward: You get out?!!!! Unknown woman:... I see Isaac's dead, right? It's a disgrace. I had such high hopes for him, too... But... Philosopher's Stone? Looks like he's octoded too much. The sound
of chewing gum can be heard in the background Gluttony, chew quietly. I'm on the phone ... Yes, here in Lior, things are going well. We'll be ready. It all starts very soon. The first day of the day Alphonse: Brother. Edward: Hmm? Alphonse: Stories about this priest in Lior, do you think they're true? Edward: Those about his miracles? They say he can
transmute flowers out of thin air, right? Maybe a small hand, some cheap trick like this. Alphonse: But... What if it's not? Edward: That's right... if it's not, then I suppose all that leaves is the real thing, right? Edward: The heavenly stone that destroyed the city of Xerxes overnight. The great elixir sealed by the Eastern sage. It goes under different names, but it's
always the same thing: some object that enhances alchemy. And this is a philosopher's stone. If we could just get our hands on it somehow, I could get your body back... Damn books! They tell us everything, but how to find it! Tricia Elrick: Ed? Al? Where are you? She finds them crawling on the floor. Oh, you guys... Are you ruining your father's office again?
And Ed, you know better than scribbles on the floor. Young Edward: Yes, but it's not a doodle. Here's a look. (light flashes) Tricia: Eyes expand Oh, my. It's alchemy, isn't it. The bird was made of wood on the floor Tricia: Did your father teach you this? Young Edward: How can he teach us anything if he's not here? Young Alphonse: Yes. We read about it in
these books. Tricia: I can't believe you did that. (Both boys look down) Young Edward: I'm sorry. We are? Tricia: Slaps with his hands No! That's great! You're definitely thinking about your father. My little geniuses, you make me so proud. Edward: Voice-over and that's it. Mom gave us all the support we needed. From that moment on, we were obsessed with
the study of alchemy. Truth: I'm called by many names I'm the world, I'm the universe, I'm God, I'm really, I'm everything, I'm alone, and I'm you. Truth: Silent, child. That's what you wanted, isn't it? I'll show you ... The truth! Young Edward: Alphonse, no! The nearest armor falls No, gosh. You're not going to make it, either. Give it back! He's my brother! Take
my leg. Take my hand! Take my heart, whatever you want, you can have it! Just give it back! He's my little brother, he's all I have left! Roy Mustang: Will you sit in this chair lying around in self-pity, or will you stand up and take advantage of the chance the military can give you? Reese Hawkeye: It's their choice. They choose their own path. Roy: If you think
there is an opportunity to get your body back, you should look for it. Keep moving, whatever happens. Even if the way forward lies through a river of mud. Reese: Are they coming? Roy: They're coming. Reese: This boy... I've never seen anyone look so defeated. Roy: Is that what you saw? No. There was fire in those eyes. Edward: So this guy says he can
bring the dead back to life...? Now that's what I need to see... Edward: That's it, isn't it? What do you think? Alphonse: Nothing to think about, it's alchemy. No doubt about it. Edward: somehow it ignores the law of equivalent exchange. He had only to turn this flower into an object of equal mass. Alphonse: And he's changing organic matter into inorganic
matter. He shouldn't be able to do that. If... Edward: Yes, there is only one way... Bingo. Rosa Thomas: Oh, merciful God, please hear me, hear my prayer, I ask you. Please bring him back. Edward: So it's an almighty Summer...? Rose: Welcome, are you interested in summerism? Edward: No, I can't say I'm. Rose: Well, I'm sorry to hear that ... Knowing God
is about knowing hope... If we believe in divine grace, and through it everything is possible... If you believe... I'm sure Summer will bless you and make you grow taller! Edward (sounds furious): What does that mean?! Alphonse: Easy, brother! She's just trying to help! Edward: What about bringing the dead back to life? Do you believe it's possible, too? Rose:
Yes. Edward: pulls out a notebook and opens it Water: 35 liters, carbon: 20 kilograms, ammonia: 4 liters, lime: 1.5 kilograms, phosphorus: 800 grams, salt: 250 grams, saltper: 100 grams, and various other trace elements... Rose (completely bewildered): ... Yes? Edward: This list is a complete chemical composition of the human body for the average adult. It
was calculated to the last microgram, but so far there has not been a single recorded case of successful creation of human life. And you're telling me that something modern science can't do, can you do with prayer? Rose: Raise your voice to God! And the prayers of the believers will be heard! Edward: Did I mention all the ingredients I read? Down in the
market, the child can buy each one for a spare change in the pocket. As it turned out, people are quite cheap. Rose: No, it's blasphemy...! People--! We are all children of God... created in his image and likeness! Edward: Heh. You have to understand the alchemists scientists ... We do not believe in unproven concepts such as creators or gods... We abide
by the physical laws that govern this world to try to find out the truth. Paradoxically, really. That thanks to the application of science, we in many ways got the opportunity to play the gods themselves ... Rose: So you put yourself on a par with God? That's just... arrogance itself! Edward: You know, there's an old myth about a hero who flew on wings of wax...
He thought he could touch the sun, but when he got too close, his wings melted and he collapsed back to the ground... Right, Al? Alphonse: Brother... Father Cornello: Your hand. Brother in armor! I see. Now everything is clear. You did it, didn't you? One thing even the most novice alchemist knows is strictly forbidden! Edward: Why don't you come here and
try me? I'll show you very quickly who's new! Cornello: Rose... this is the price of their sin... These fools tried human transmutation: the greatest taboo for any alchemist! In his they tried trying to someone died to life! Rose (horrified): Oh no... Edward: This is what happens when you try to play God, or whatever you want to call it... Look good, Rose. Is that
what you want? Cornello: So this is the great alchemist Fullmetal, Edward Elrick ... Not even half a man...! Hell, not even half a boy! Edward: Who are you?! You're just a fake who can't do anything without a philosophical stone! Alphonse: Father, we just want you to hand over the Stone before you get hurt. Cornello: Don't be absurd! Why, so you can use it
for yourself?! You are welcome... uses the philosopher's stone to turn your buzzard into a gatling gun If you fools really want to play God, then maybe I should send you to meet him instead! (Cornello shoots Ed, Al, and Rose. we don't get along very well. Even if I went... he'd probably just send me here. Alphonse: Alchemy is based on the law of equivalent
exchange... The price of even unsuccessful human transmutation was huge... It cost my brother his left leg... and it cost me my whole body... Do you see it...? My brother drew it with his own blood. His leg was taken away. He was bleeding. I can't imagine the pain he was in... But through it all, he still gave up his right hand to transmute my soul, and brought
me closer to that armor. Now, I just want to help him get his body back to the way it was. He wants to find a way to get me back to normal, too. It won't be easy. We might even get killed along the way... But that's the path we've chosen... All we can do is keep moving. The Philosopher's Stone of Cornello has just disintegrated. Edward (in pure disbelief): What
the heck...? Stone... It has to be the perfect material; how does it just break like this?! Cornello: I don't know! I don't know anything about that! S-Get me out! You are welcome! I was wrong! You are welcome! I beg you! Edward: Is it a fake...? Cornello: Please don't! I'm helpless without a stone! Please get rid of me! Edward: You mean we've been through all
this... risked our lives just for this one possible chance... And it's fake? Cornello So, uh ... Ha ha... What about me? Edward: Finally snaps I'm not HE CARE what you're doing!!! JUST GET OUT OF HERE!!! Cornello: Yes! (running off whimper) Edward: People don't come back from the dead, Rose. Never. Never! Rose: It's falling to the ground in tears, but he
promised me... he said that if I pray, it will happen ... A miracle... That hope was all I had left! What do I believe now? Tell me what to do... You are welcome... Edward: I can't tell you that... You have to find out. Stand up and walk. Keep moving forward. You have two good legs. So get up and use them. You're strong enough to make yours Way. The
melancholy alchemist (1.04) Narrator: Alchemy. The science of understanding, deconstruction and reconstruction of matter. However, it is not all powerful art. You can't create something No problem. If someone wants to get something, something of equal value should be given. It's the law of equivalent exchange. The basis of all alchemy. According to this
law, there is a taboo among alchemists. Transmutation of a person is strictly prohibited. For what can be equal to the value of the human soul? Scar: You're a Basque grandee, an iron blood alchemist, right? Basque Grand:: Why? Who's asking? Scar: Stupid alchemists who turned their backs on The Way of God... (cracked knuckles)... they should all be
punished. Basque Grand: I see... You must be the bloodthirsty killer who has been making a habit of targeting state alchemists lately. Well, this time... You've chosen the wrong target! A fight broke out. The Basque Grande manages to lure Scar to an earthly prison. Basque Grand: It wasn't that hard. Scar's hand suddenly breaks out of prison and grabs his
face. A what? No...! As?! Scar: Now you're dying. The scar fills the Basque Grande with deadly energy, exploding it from within. The Basque Grand falls dead. Hughes: Another state alchemist, dead. Armstrong: This killer is highly skilled. Hughes: Major, keep an eye on yourself. All we know is you can be next, you're coming for you. Armstrong: I get it.
Edward: Who knows, maybe we'll find something that could help us rebuild our bodies. Mustang: This can help if you have consulted a specialist. Edward and Alphonse: Oh? Mustang: The Sewing Life of an Alchemist, Shaw Tucker. He did some hard research in transmutation chimera. I'll introduce you. Mustang: Two years ago, Tucker transmuted a chimera
that could understand human speech. This earned him a certificate of state alchemist. Edward: Understand human speech, you mean... wait, do you mean he's talking? Chimera? Mustang: Yes. Allegedly. He said only one thing. I want to die. After that, he refused to eat until he got his wish. Shaw Tucker: Did you transmute your mother? At 11? I see. So
that's what brought you the title Fullmetal Alchemist. You've had a hard time for someone so young. Tucker: This is my library. Feel free to look around. Edward: Okay! Let's dive! I'll start from this shelf. Alphonse: I'll try to start here. Mustang: I'm going back to work now. I'll send someone to get you tonight. It blows the air out of the nose and smirks Tucker:
They have some ability to focus. I'm not sure they even know we're here anymore. (He adjusts his points) Pretty catch, these two. A couple of geeks. Oh, Mr. Tucker, I almost forgot. I have a message for you. It's from the colonel. He says: Don't forget, Assessment Day is coming soon. Tucker: Yes. Please assure him, I know. Havok: Yes. (Tucker sighs.)
Nina Tucker: Hey, Daddy? What does Assessment Day mean? Tucker: State alchemists must report their research once a year to maintain their certification. You see, last year Nina your dad didn't get very Assessment. Unless I do something. impressive this year, I won't be a state alchemist anymore. Nina: Yes? No, you're going to do great, Daddy! I know
you will. You always learn so much! Tucker: On your knees to hug Nina, you're right, Nina. I have to try ... (in his thoughts)... or we're left with nothing. Once again. Alphonse: Did your mother leave two years ago? Nina: Dad said she came back to live in her parents' house. Alphonse: It must be lonely just you and your dad live in this big house, right? Nina:
Shakes your head Not really. Dad is so cute, and plus I have Alexander to play with, too! But lately, Dad's been studying in his lab all the time. I think that makes me a little lonely. Hughes: What I want to know is why this guy is just targeting state alchemists and no one else? If it's the military that he's trying to hurt, he can go after normal soldiers. Of course,
soldiers would be easier to kill than highly skilled alchemists, especially those that have been state-certified. Armstrong: Maybe certification is the reason. State alchemists receive high salaries and special privileges. It should be any number of people who envy them for their positions. Or maybe they feel they didn't support their credo, alchemists being you
for the people. Alchemists, who were supposed to be pillars of science and truth as soon as they received certification, turned into a weapon of the walking military. There are many people I am sure have not forgotten the role that state alchemists played in the Ishwalan Civil War. Tucker: Before I got my state alchemist certification, our lives were terrible. We
were so poor in those days. My wife couldn't live that life, so she left us. (He sighs.) I can't afford to fail that assessment. I don't want to go back to those days again. I don't even think I can. Don't worry, Dad! It is ok! If these people tell you no, Alexander and I will growl at them until they say yes! Alphonse: (He laughs) You tell them, Nina. Hey, Nina. I have an
idea... Do you want to play with Daddy tomorrow? Nina: Really?! Tucker: Yes. Nina: Nina jumps on Tucker Wu-hoo! Alexander! Dad said he's going to play with us tomorrow! (Alexander barks.) Alphonse opens Mr. Tucker's front door Alphonse: Hello, Mr. Tucker. Thanks for being back today! Ed and Al begin to walk around the house, which is quiet and dark.
Alphonse: Mr. Tucker? Edward: Hey! Nina! Ed and Al open the door with Mr. Tucker inside under dim lighting. Alphonse: Mr. Tucker! Edward: Here you are! So you're home. Tucker: Yes. I did it, boys. I finally did it. Chimera, who understands human speech. Here, let me show you. He kneels over a chimera resembling a dog. Listen to me, this man in the ty
poke, this is Edward. Chimera: This man ... Ed... Ward. Tucker: Yes, that's very good. Well done! Edward: It's amazing! He can talk! Tucker: Now I don't have to worry about losing my certificate. Chimera: This man ... ... This man... Ed.... Ward. This man... Ed.... Ward. Big Brother... Ed. (Ed suddenly looks terrified.) Edward (quiet): Mr. Tucker, when did you
get the state certification again...? Tucker (carelessly) : Let's see, it was two years ago. Edward: When did your wife leave you? Tucker: That was two years ago, too. Edward: I have another question for you... (now sound antagonistic): Nina and Alexander. Where are they?! Tucker freezes and then slowly looks back at Ed with a frightened expression.
Tucker:... hell boy, find out so quickly! (Edward rushes Tucker and presses him against the wall.) Alphonse: Brother! Edward: Oh, yes. I get it. You did it again! Two years ago it was your wife! And this time, you used your own daughter and her dog to transmute Chimera's talk! You can do so much just with animals after all! It's much easier when you start with
a person, isn't it?! Tucker( defensive): I don't understand why you're so upset. That's how we progress. Human experiments are a necessary step. I think a scientist should understand - Edward: SHUT UP! Do you really think you're going to get away with it? To mess with someone's life?! Your own daughter?!? Tucker:... Someone's life, you say? (laughs)
Look at you, Full Metal Alchemist. Look at your leg. Your brother. These things are also the result of messing with someone's life, aren't they?! Edward: SHUT UP!!!! Edward punches Tucker in the face, causing his glasses to fall and break. Tucker: We're the same! We're the same! You're just like me! Edward: We don't! Tucker: Oh, but yes, we are! The
opportunity was right in front of us and we took advantage of it. We had to, though we knew it was against the rules! Edward: NO! (Edward hits Tucker in the face again.) Edward: Not me! (Another blow) Edward: Alchemists do not ... (another blow) Do it! I'm not...! NO--!!! Edward goes to beat Tucker again, but Alphonse stops him Alphonse: Brother! If you
keep going in the same case, he's going to die! Chimera Nina: Ed ... Ward. Lol.. Dad... And you... hurt daddy ...? Alphonse is on his knees next to Chimera Nina. Alphonse: I'm sorry. Even with all our strength, we can't do anything to change you back. I am sorry. I am sorry... Chimera Nina: Can we play now... can we play now? Tucker: Holding his pocket
watch, I did it just in time. I remain a state alchemist. I've passed! Edward knocks the pocket watch out of Tucker's hands, causing it to fly and break. Tucker slowly crawls towards him, gasping for breath and seriously wounded. Edward (voice shakes with rage): Like hell, you remain a state alchemist. It's like hell. Chimera Nina: Can we play now...? Edward
looks back at Chimera Nina, and then screams with anguish. Hawkeye: If there was an example of the devil's work in this world, this case would definitely be it. State Alchemist be ready to act, able to accept when ordered without question. In some ways, the actions of Mr. Tucker and our own may not be all that far apart when it comes to interfering in other
people's lives. We choose our own path, knowing full well what we are doing. That's the way it is. Right, Dalmetal? (Ed has his face down, his hands folded, his body soaked in rain.) You will most likely come across cases like this again in the future and you may end up having to get your own hands dirty as well. Are you going to close like that every time?
Edward: We can be called military dogs. We can even be cursed like devils. It doesn't matter. Al and I are still going to get our bodies back. We know the truth. We know we're not devils. I know we're not gods. We are human beings... Suddenly screaming: WE ARE ONLY PEOPLE! ... who can't even do anything to save one innocent little girl... so what good
are we then? Tucker and Chimera Nina are sitting in a room together, facing each other. Tucker: I wonder why no one can understand me. Nina. The scar appears in the doorway. Scar: You're Shaw Tucker, right? Tucker: Who are you? Not the military... (now sounding scary): ... Who are you?! How do you get here?! There was military police ahead! Scar:
Stupid alchemists who turned away from the path of God... (He grabs Tucker by the face.) ... must be punished. Scar performs The Tucker Show with his alchemy of destruction. Tucker's body falls to the ground in a pool of blood. Chimera Nina: Daddy begins to shed tears hurts... Daddy hurts... No, Daddy... Scar: You're a poor creature. Once you have
received this form, there is no way to separate you again. He put his hand to Nina's head. At least your demise will be at peace. There is a flash of lightning. You can see the scar coming from the outside. Scar: God. Hear me. Two human souls have just been returned to you. Please accept them in your loving embrace. Please give these poor lost souls
eternal peace and salvation. Rain of Sorrow (1.05) The Hope: Human stupidity never ceases to amaze me. You don't agree, Gluttoni? Gluttony: Fools, all of them. Cornello: Fools really, sad but true. (Cornell's father is apparently alive.) The hang out: Well, good. If it's not Father. Gluttony: Yes, father. The hang out: Sorry to have to put you in all this trouble.
Cornello: Once we're all handled here, I have my responsibilities I need to get back to. Looks like we're done early. Cornello: Manipulate a little information, spout some empty rhetoric into believers, and you have a perfect recipe for instant violence. People are such simple creatures. The way the bloodshed: Bloodshed gives way to more bloodshed. Hatred
breeds more hatred... As long as all the violence is absorbed into the ground, carving rivers of blood. and no matter how many times it happens, they never learn. race consists of violent unfortunate unfortunates Cornello: Was he more than willing to play into our hands? Gluttony: How many people will die again? The hang of it: Yes, they will. Gluttony: Oh!
Can I eat them all after they die? The hang out: No, you can't. By the way, Envy, can you lose the old man's suit? It's pretty unattractive. (Cornello, or rather, a man named Envy, frowns, then smirks.) Envy: Come on. I just stayed in character. But... If you insist. (It's starting to transform) This time I grow up younger, cut the body, what am I saying? (Envy
finishes the transformation by taking the form of an androgynous, teenage figure with feminine clothes and spiky hair. Kray: A--! A-Monster! What's going on here? What have you done? What did you do to Cornello's real father?! The look and the like: That's your call. Envy: He called me a monster, I'd say it's pretty rude, wouldn't he? Gluttony: Can I eat it?
May I? (Gluttony continues to devour Kray behind the screen.) Envy: Oh, I hate hearing the news. Show Tucker, East City's chief alchemist? He's dead. The hang of: Tucker? Why should we care about a little nothing like it? Envy: Because he is responsible for the murder. The look: Speaking of East City, isn't that where the flame colonel stays right now?
Envy: Yes, and apparently fullmetal boy is there too. The look and the like: Oh, right? As much as I'm furious that he interfered with our work here, we can't let him die. He's an important victim. (Gluttony finished eating Kray. All that's left of the man is a pool of blood.) Gluttony: It was so delicious! The look and a head: We'll find a way to handle the situation.
The other one we were talking about... What was his name? Edward: I've been thinking about this for a long time. We trust alchemy, but in the end... What's it? Alchemy is the science of understanding the flow of matter and its laws... The process of understanding, deconstruction and reconstruction. The world is flowing, too. It must also follow the laws.
Everything is circulating... Even death is part of this treatment. You have to take the flow. Hmm, Master is sure he drummed that into our heads, isn't he? I thought I understood that... But I don't understand anything... Mom proves it. Now here I am again, desperately trying to figure out a way to do the impossible... I'm such a hopeless idiot... All this time, and
I've never grown up. I thought maybe the rain would wash away some of that gloom that was after me... but now every drop that hits my face is even more depressing. Alphonse: I don't even get that much... without a body, I don't feel the rain hitting my face. It's something I miss... All the time. I want my body back soon, brother. I just want to be human again.
Even if it means going against the flow of the world, and trying to do the impossible. Edward: Gosh, what the hell is this guy's problem?! Making enemies is not what I am... Well, I've never avoided it, but no someone has to try to kill me! Gene Havok: Major, look what you're doing! We don't want to destroy the city, do we?!?? Armstrong: What do you mean?
Destruction and creation are two sides of the same coin! You have to destroy to create! IT'S THE LAW OF THE UNIVERSE! (takes off his shirt, poses epically) Reese: Did he have to undress? Havoc: Are you surprised? He's obviously insane. Hughes: Oh, is it over now? Armstrong: Lieutenant Colonel Hughes, where have you been all along? Hughes: I
thought it best to lie low. Roy: Have you thought about supporting us? Hughes: Of course not! A man like me shouldn't get involved in a freak show with you with a pack of pseudo-people! It's bad for my health! Alphonse: Edward's punches, leaving him in shock, why didn't you run away when I told you?! What kind of idiot are you?!? Edward: No way! I'm not
just going to run away and leave you! Alphonse: WHAT EXACTLY WHY DO YOU IDIOT!!! Edward's strikes again, as their quarrel attracts attention from the spectating military Edward: Why do you strike me so hard? If I ran away, you'd be killed, you know that?! Alphonse: Maybe I wouldn't be! Deciding to die is something only an idiot does! Edward: Hey,
easy on idiot stuff. I'm still your big brother, don't you think?! Alphonse: I'll grab him by the collar, I'll say whatever I want!! Survival is the only way, Ed! Live, learn more about alchemy! You can find a way to get our bodies back and help people like Nina. You can't do that when you die! I'm not going to let you give up hope and choose a senseless death. Oh,



great! Now my hand is a breakaway because my brother is a big fat idiot! Edward: Hmm ... We're really falling apart, aren't we, brother? We look like we belong in a landfill. Alphonse: But we're still alive. Edward: We. The Road of Hope (1.06) Armstrong: Sorry, but do you know who this man is, by accident? (holds a photograph of Dr. Tim Marco, Crystal
Alchemist) Edward: Wow, Major, you can really draw. Armstrong: The art of portraiture is passed down from generation to generation. Tim Marco: Amazing ... The ability to transmute the soul of a particular person like this... Maybe one as talented as you could produce a full philosophical stone. Edward: So ...! Marco: But I can't show you my research.
Edward: Why not? Marco: You don't have to look for a stone! Edward: Even if it is to get our bodies back? Marco: Never! It's a diabolical study! If you chase the Stone, you will go through hell! Edward: I WAS BEFORE HELL! The wrench is thrown into Edward's head, connecting and knocking him off the ground. Vinry Rockbell: Edward, I thought I told you to
call first when you're heading here for maintenance. Edward: WINRY!!! YOU'RE TRYING TO KILL ME?!! Winry: Laughs happily Welcome back! Edward (dead) : Yes. A quick transition to fragments of a broken automatic Ed's hands. Eda. Oh no...! Edward: Yes, I'm sorry he's a little broken. Winry: A little broken? Small?. Ed, do you see what you did to my
beautiful creation? I'm a slave to this! Edward: It's basically the same, it's just in small pieces. (Vinry slugs it in the face.) Winry: It's just so beautiful! The smell of oil, the hum of ball bearings, a reliable but surprisingly beautiful shape, created with the help of anatomical engineering! How wonderful you are... my automail! Edward: Crazy Gearhead. Vinry: You'd
be lost without me, Alchemy Chum. (edited) Danny Brosh: No big deal. Although, if you don't mind, I ask, why are you wearing armor? The brothers look at each other and then Brosch and his partner Maria Ross. Elrics (together): It's a hobby. The thong: In the end, burning the whole place down was easier. Gluttony: Oh, is that what you were doing in
Central? The hang of it: Yes. The boy from Fullmetal learned about Marco's research. Something had to be done about it. With this issue being taken care of, I thought I would come to see how things are going in the Eastern City. He's here? Gluttony, who sniffs the air, stands. ... Gluttony? Gluttony: I can smell it. I can smell it. Scar collided with Ishvalan... It's
close. I can taste his stink. Like blood. I can still eat it, right? The hangover: yes, right down to the last strand of hair. Reese: Scar was not seen. Not once since this incident with the Elrick brothers. Havok: Maybe he's not even in East City anymore. Roy: I hope you're wrong. Havok: Ah? Roy: This case has obviously become too much for Central to handle. If I
can close it fast enough, I'll be gold. I have to climb the stairs, and that's how it's done. I need all the marks in my favor that I can get. at least until I took office as a Fuhrer, that is. Reese: You might not want to show your ambitions so bare, sir. Roy: Yes, I will definitely remember it in the future. Roy: Did you find the body? Hawok: Not yet, but we're still
looking. Reese: Either way, he can't be in good shape after losing so much blood. Roy: Yes, but we do it by the book. We need to find some evidence that he's dead. Okay, Lieutenant Havok... Havok: Yes, sir? Roy: You and your people will work day and night to clean this garbage. I want his body found. You don't take as much as a coffee break until it's
done, you know? Hawok: Come on, Colonel, could you relax us? At this rate, you're going to work us all to death. Roy: Shut up! I don't relax until I see his body! That means you won't get it, either. Brosh: I... I don't understand. These are cookbooks. What can they deal with alchemy? Edward: Alchemy is a powerful art. It can be incredibly dangerous if
abused. In order to prevent this, alchemical research is always encrypted. They are designed to look like recipes for the average person, but they are actually cutting-edge Notes. The only alchemist who originally wrote them theirs Understand. Brosh: If they are so heavily encrypted, how are you going to be able to decipher them? Edward: It's not going to be
easy. We will have to use all our alchemical knowledge. Edward: How did you put it again, Al? I think the dedication of talent is all on its own? Very smooth, younger brother, very smooth! Alphonse: Well... that's what I always think when I see a certain someone I know. Edward: In that case, someone has to hurry up and get back to work, or you'll have to
come up with a new motivational phrase! Edward: Damn ...! It's even tougher here than I thought. I wouldn't be able to go through this far if I was a regular size. I'm lucky to have a small body. (Pause...) Oh, NO, NO!!! I JUST CALLED MYSELF A TINY PIPSOCK!!! Fifth Laboratory Number 66: I'm the infamous serial killer, Barry Chopper! Ha! Alphonse:...
Sorry, I've never heard of you. Barry is crushed by the fact that he is not recognized. I'm from a small town in the east, so... Barry: Great! But even if you don't know who I am, shouldn't you be at least a little scared?! Don't you have to go, Ahhh! Or what happened to your body?! Or something like that! (Alphonse takes off his helmet, showing that he has no
body) Barry: AHHH! What happened to your body, freak?! Alphonse: Hey ... Now it's impolite. Hughes: Did you hear what I said? My dear Elysia is about to turn three! Roy: Lieutenant Colonel Hughes! Do you think it can wait? I'm at work. Hughes: Oh, what a coincidence. I'm at work, too. She's the cut-one. You have to see her! Roy: I'm sure she's charming,
but stop calling me to lash out at your daughter, and on the military line, too! Hughes: Not just my daughter! I lash over my wife too! Roy (growls at his desk) Hughes: I know, I know, now it's your turn. Come on, Colonel. I know you're dying to lash out over you very own... scar-faced Ischvallan. Edward: I think you're human, whether you have physical bodies
or not. If I didn't, it would mean I don't believe my own brother is human either. Before The Elder Slyser can reveal the truth, he's got enough of it. The look down: My, it was a close call. Number 48, you should know better than talking about things that don't concern you. She breaks Elder Slyser's helmet. Then she and Envy see Edward, Envy: Well, well,
you'd look at it. What does Fullmetal pips do here? The look and feel:: Such a troublesome boy. How did you find out about this place? Junior slicer: Brother? Brother! Brother!!! By taking the sword of the Younger Slyser, envy begins to stab him to death. Envy: Throw your pathetic blubbering, idiot! You tried to kill one of our most important victims. Do you
understand me?! You could have ruined the plan! What would we have done then?! Yes?! After the murder of the Younger Sleiser, Envy drops the sword and joins the lust in front of Edward. Edward: Tell me who you people are. What's your plan? What do you mean when to say an important victim? Envy: Oh, my... pipsqueak's eager to go! I think I made it
angry! Edward:... Don't call me a pipsic anymore! Envy: Then whatever you prefer?... Yes, pipsing? (Ed kicks out for Envy, who evades.) Envy: Whoa, now ... You don't have to fight here. Someone could get hurt. Edward: This is the fight you started... So let's do it! Ed's hand of the automail breaks down! There should be a slight pause. The Hang (Dead):
Technical difficulties? Edward screams in horror! The envy will take Ed by surprise and throw him in the stomach. Envy: You are lucky, your arm is broken ... If it wasn't for that, you wouldn't have left so easily. It allows a semi-conscious Ed to fall to the ground. The hang: Listen to me well, boy... never forget it. Always remember that we let you live. We can't
get him to dig in this place again, it's too dangerous. We're going to have to go. Blow it up. Maria Ross: Stay here! Or the next one sticks a hole in your head. Barry: It's not going exactly the way I planned. Hughes: I don't get it. He hung up, like this. Created Feelings (1.09) Edit Winry:... You didn't drink milk. Edward:... Why should I? I hate that. WINRY:
YOU'RE GOING TO BE SMALL AND DELAYED FOREVER IF YOU KEEP USING THIS STUPID EXCUSE! Edward: SHUT UP! I DON'T HAVE TO DRINK IT IF I DON'T WANT TO! ARMSTRONG: YOU SOUND LIKE A SPOILED LITTLE BRAT, EDWARD ELRIC! Ross: Every growing boy needs his milk. Brosh: Yes, you want girls to like you, don't you?!
Edward: Well done! it's good to have him back. Thank you very much! Winry: Of course. No problem. (Hughes breaks into Ed's hospital room.) Hughes: Hey, Ed, my boy! Is it true that you brought a pretty blonde to your room to serve you? Ed falls from the bed face down to the floor, his wound briefly opens. Edward: She's my car mechanic! That's it, nothing
more! Hughes: Oh, I see. You seduced your mechanic, didn't you? Edward: Freaks out GAAAH!!! THAT'S NOT WHAT I SAID! DID YOU EVEN LISTEN TO ME? Hughes: In general, men prefer their actions to speak rather than words. When they're in pain, they don't want to burden anyone with it, not if they can help him. They don't want anyone to worry
about them. That's how they are. Even so, there may come times when they ask for your help. And when they can, I know you'll be there for them. Isn't that enough? Edward (talking with a pint of milk): So we'll meet again, little bastard! I'm not going to drink you. Alphonse: Brother. You have a living body that needs nourishment. You should drink it. Edward: I
don't have to if I don't want to. It may not look like it, but I grew some, but still calls me pipsqueak. I wish I could be like you, Al. You have such a big body now. Alphonse: Suddenly clicks IT IS NOT HOW I ASK FOR THIS BODY, BRAT! Edward: Lying in bed, the first operation to join the automail It's all my fault Al lost his body, and it's all my fault that he can't
eat anymore, he he's he sleep, he could not feel the cold nor the warmth. He's my little brother and I have to protect him, and I did it! How can he forgive me? Edward: We've always fought like this... Ever since we were very young. Now that I think about it, we've fought for some really stupid things, right? Alphonse: For example, who gets the top and bottom
bunk. Edward: Yes. Alphonse: We fought a lot for candy, too, didn't we? Edward: And that toy, remember? Alphonse: I won this one. And when we played in the rain river too. Edward: Yes... You shoved me in the water. Alphonse: And the fight we had during training? Edward: The teacher said we were too loud, and then she beat us herself. We called it a
draw. Alphonse: We even fought for who one of us would ever marry Vinry. Edward (panic): What? I don't remember that. Alphonse: I won the fight, but she hit me. Edward: Oh, isn't it? Long pause... Are you telling me that all these memories are lies? Alphonse:... Excuse me. Separate Directions (1.10) Mustang: The power of one person does not amount to
much, but no matter how little strength I am capable of ... I will do everything I can to protect the people I love, and in turn, they will protect those they love. It seems that we, tiny people, can do for each other. Hughes: Sounds like a pyramid, there's only one thing. If you hope to eventually protect everyone... Then you have to figure out a way to stand on top
of the pyramid. Mustang: I can only imagine how good he should feel out there, Hughes... Although... I will never be able to find out without all the support I can get. Hughes: There's no doubt about that. You're not very thin, you know. You have my support ... But you could have just asked me... It should be fun to watch though... And perhaps your naive
idealism can instill some good. Hughes: (Research in the Archives)... These are endless uprisings. Philosopher's Stone... Human sacrifice... And the outright genocide of the Ishvaldan people... Then it means... How could this even happen, and who could organize something horrible like this...? I have to tell the Fuhrer right now. By then, The One Is Entering
the Room. The look: Hello, Lieutenant Colonel... It's nice to meet you ... Well, actually ... Hello isn't really the word I'm looking for. Hughes: Notes The Birthday Ouroboros Tattoo Over Her Breasts Cool Tattoo You Have There... The look down: These are your last words...? Don't you want to scream? Hughes: You look just like... But it's not. Who the hell are
you, ladies? Envy (like Maria Ross): I'm Second Lieutenant Ross, sir. You've lost too much blood. Hughes: Throw the act already. You're not second lieutenant Ross. She's got a mole under her left eye! Envy (in his normal voice): You are observant... I can't believe I forgot... (He fixes the error.) At the same time. What do I look like now? Hughes: It's not
happening... Please tell me I'm hallucinating or something in Kind. Envy: You are a really smart person, a man, Colonel. Did you ever think it was the cause of your death? Hughes: Took out the knife C'mon, there is a heart, will I ...? I have a wife and a daughter waiting for me ... So the last thing I'm going to do... die on them! (He turns to see Grasia.) Envy:
You look surprised! Hughes:... What the hell are you doing? The shot was fired. Meanwhile, in the East... Telephone operator: Lieutenant Colonel Hughes is on hold for you. He says it's urgent. Mustang: Of course he does ... Put it through... Look, Hughes, I don't have time for my daughters. (Pause.) Hey, Hughes? Hughes...? Are you okay...? Hughes?!
Envy (as he hangs the phone) : You people do not make any sense to me. You're throwing your life away for nothing. The envy takes a leave of absence because Hughes is covered in his blood. Hughes: Gracia... I'm so sorry... Elysia... Remember Dad loves you... I am sorry. (He's dying.) Elysia: Mommy? Why are they putting all this dirt on Daddy? Gracia:
They're burying him, darling. Elysia: But if Dad is buried, he won't be able to do all his work. Gracia: Crying Elysia! Elysia: Dad said he's got a lot of work to do! No, stop it! Stop putting dirt on him! Dad! Mustang: Alchemists in general, we're really terrible creatures, aren't we? There's one side of me that's desperately trying to crack human transmutation
theories right now. I think I understand what drove these boys when they tried ... bring back their mother. Hawkeye: Pause, trying to evaluate it Are you OK, Colonel? Mustang: Yes, I'm fine... Except... It's a terrible day for rain. Hawkeye: confused looking at the sky But... What do you mean? It's not raining... (Then she looks at him again) Mustang: raises his
chin, and a tear spills Yes, it is. Hawkeye: Oh... that's the way it is. Hawkeye: I hate to say it, but it looks like there might be some kind of conspiracy. But how do you tie it all together? Mustang: That's a big question. But Hughes... I'd say he deserves an answer. As soon as I'm transferred to Central... I'm going to start shaking things up until I find them.
Hawkeye: It doesn't seem like you're mixing your social and personal problems. Mustang: There is no difference between the two. I'm going to be the Fuhrer of this country, and I'm going to avenge Hughes. I'll do it because I have to do them. I'm going after the senior staff. Are you with me, lieutenant? Hawkeye: Do you even have to ask? Miracle in Rush
Valley (1.11) Edward: Setting up your belt Geez, that's why I stay away from automail engineers. Understanding that his Silver Watch has been stolen Oh, no! Winry: Is there something wrong with Ed? Edward: She's gone. Winry and Alphonse: What did you win? Edward: Only what proves that I am a state alchemist, my Silver Watch, is gone. All 3 are
starting to panic Engineer 1: It looks like you guys had a run with Panina. Edward: Paninha? Engineer 2: She's a pickpocket here who likes to target tourists. Edward: Do you like I can track This girl Paninha? She took something important. Engineer 1: Let's see where she is again? Engineer 2: I know I can run from my memory. Engineer 1: If we could just
take another look at this automail!!! (Edward Threatens Them) Engineer 1 and 2: Automail Shop, run by an engineer named Dominic!!! Skips Ed, El and Vinry who want to shop Dominic Winry: Apparently this guy lives deep in the mountains because he can find a high quality ore outlet here, are you absolutely sure going in the right direction? Because these
engineers could have fooled us. Edward: What are you complaining about? It's all your fault we got us into that stupid carmail. Vinry: My fault, you were stupid enough to have his watch stolen!!! Edward: Oh, really!?! Alphonse: Hum, hey guys. Edward and Vinry: WHAT AL!?! Alphonse: Could it be her? Pointing to the Paninya with Ed's watch in hand Edward:
HA HA, I GOT you now!!! Run for Panina by Dominic: This hand seems a little heavy. Winry: Yes, I think so. Dominic:: You have to be more careful not to strain your outfit. This may be the reason why his growth has slowed. Edward: HEY, SHUT UP! (understands what Dominic said) Wait, you're saying that if my automail was easier, I'd be taller than that?
Dominic: It's possible. Alphonse: Brother... Edward: Now that it really matters... There's nothing I can do. SATERA: UHHH -- I'M GOING TO DIE HERE!!! It hurts... I CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE!!! Edward: I know we don't really believe in God. Alphonse: Hmm Edward: Maybe he could help us... His head falls between his knees ... only once. Edward:
Awesome! This is a real live child! (Pumping your hands) Wonderful! Awesome Awesome Awesome!! Winry: Really? How thrilling? Is that all you can think of to describe it? Edward: Ah? How else am I supposed to describe it? This is the birth of a new life! Alchemists have worked for centuries and we are still unable to do so! Man, create another person!
Vinry: You must be joking. Now you lump in alchemy with a miracle of birth? Edward: Professional danger. That's exactly what I think. Winry: It's humiliating to be held by a boy who's smaller than me. Winry: Ed ... Edward: What is it? Vinry: I saw it. The engraving you have inside your pocket watch. (Ed throws it) Ow ow ow, it really hurts! Edward: Did you
make him open? Vinry yes, I'm so sorry. Edward: You're an idiot. One of them all, all this one 1.12 Edit Sieg: Izumi ... Elrik the shrimp came to visit. Do you think you can see them? Izumi: I'll be right there. I feel a little better today. Alphonse: Lying down? That's not a good sign. Edward: I don't think she's gotten any better since last time. (Izumi kicks Eda)
Izumi: Hello, my stupid pupil... I hear you've become one of the war dogs! Alphonse: Teacher, it's me... it's because ... Um... Izumi: Al, how does her fury subside) Al?! Look at yourself! Yourself! got so big! Alphonse: Teacher ...! It's really nice to see WHOA-AAH!! (Izumi flips Al) Izumi: Your skills are rusty. Alphonse: You have a lot of energy for those who feel
bad. Izumi: Not very good?! What are you talking about? I'm totally-bleeeehhh! Sig: You don't have to attach yourself. Izumi: It's so nice of you to worry, darling! Thank you! Hey, old lady, can you be our teacher? Elrics: EEYURAGH!! Is that enough, you're going to have to do that? Izumi: I can hear a little bit, do you see? So I don't quite catch that! Maybe
you'd like to repeat. Edward: We'll try again. Alphonse: Please teach us, beautiful lady? Izumi: You two are on your own. This is your introductory training... If you're good, we'll move on to the main stage of preparation... In this first stage, the use of alchemy is completely prohibited. One of them all ... And all one... You have one month to figure out what that
means. You better find the answer in the allotted time ... If not, you head back to Risembool. So long. Elrics: WHAT are we doing now!? Alphonse: Hey, brother, did you understand what the Master meant by One - is it all and all one? I've been thinking about this all along, but I still only have a few vague ideas. Edward: Well, I'm not quite sure about that,
but... Remember when I was weak from hunger and I ate those ants? Alphonse: You ate a lot of ants. Edward: Um. I sure did, and boy, they taste nasty. But then, it got me thinking. If I hadn't eaten them, I might have died. Then they'd eat me. I'd go into the ground and become grass, then the rabbits would eat it. Alphonse: You're talking about the food chain,
aren't you? Edward: Yes, but... not only that, either. Once upon a time, this whole island was probably at the bottom of the sea. And in tens of thousands of years, it could be the top of the mountain as we know it. Alphonse: It's all connected, is that what you're saying? Edward: Everything we see, everyone we meet, is caught up in a large invisible stream.
But it's more than that. It's a whole world, the whole universe even. And compared to something so big, Al, you and I are tiny, even the size of an ants. Only one small part in a much larger stream. No more than part of the whole. But by putting all these one together, you get one great all, just as the Teacher said. The flow of this universe follows laws of such
magnitude that we cannot even imagine. Beasts of Dublit (1.13) Edit Edward: Teacher! Izumi throws a knife at him Ahhh! IzUMI: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING HERE?! And you call me Teacher, I don't teach scum like you! Get out of my house! Edward: Teacher! Alphonse: We came to you because we're trying to find a way to get back our original
bodies. Edward: And we're not leaving without your help! Izumi: GET OUT now! Elrics: WE'RE STAYING! Izumi: You idiots... Al, you haven't seen the Truth, have you? Alphonse: No, I don't even know what that means. You must have lost your memory of the shock. We need to get Al's memories back. His whole body was taken away. Just think what he
must have seen. Edward: Yes, we only exchanged parts of our bodies for what we saw. But Al paid for it with all his physical being. He must have seen more truth than any of us. Alphonse: So if I remember what I saw, then we'll know how to get our bodies back? Izumi: But the memory of this thing... Edward: This thing ...! Alphonse: What is something bad?
Izumi: No, it's more like a terrible thing! Edward: Yes! Terrible! Izumi: It can drive you crazy! Edward: Or even leave you brain dead! Alphonse: It doesn't matter. If there's a chance it might help us. Then I want to do it. Izumi: Hmm... I have an acquaintance who could get your memories for you. Elricks: Eh! Izumi: No. Let's have dinner first. Give me your hand!
Elricks: Okay! Bido: The rumors are true! He is able to transmute human souls! Dolchetto: He's here. Here you are, about time. Alphonse: We know your secret. Meet us at the Devil's Nest if you want to talk... I assume you wrote that note? Dolchetto: That's right. And we know a lot about you. Alphonse: Well, that's good, because there's a lot about me that I
don't know. Dolchetto: Then I'm the guy you want to talk to. Why don't you come with us? Alphonse: But my teacher always said I shouldn't go with strangers. Dolchetto: How old are you? Alphonse: Fourteen. Dolchetto: Well come on then, I think fourteen old enough to think for yourself, kid. You have to act like an adult, start taking risks. Alphonse: You think
so!? Do I have to think for myself? Dolchetto: Yes! And you can start by coming with -- (Al hits him in the face.) Alphonse: So I thought about it for myself, and I decided that I'd just make you tell me what I want to know. Dolchetto: So you want to do it by force. Alphonse: You people are not people, are you? Greed: good guess, they chimeras ... And they work
for me. Greed: Oh, cool. You're really hollow. My name is Greed. I want to be your friend. Alphonse: Then why didn't you tell me who you people really are? You're not Chimera. It's impossible, no one's made a chimera that can talk. You can't believe everything the government says to you, baby. You have all the evidence you need right inside you. The girl
there is part of the snake. And this big guy here... Roa, what were you done with? Cow? Roa: Yes. We also have a lizard, a crocodile. And the little wound you took off before likes to lift his leg when he pees. Dolchetto: Only once! Alphonse: Are you part of the dog? Dolchetto: Yes. It's really not that bad. Alphonse: I don't believe that. It's impossible. Who
would be able to create it at all? Greed: Military. Alphonse: You said ... greed: You got it. There's a shadowy world under yours that's With impossible ... But I rarely do. They are. I'm a gomun. Alphonse: Gomunkul? Greed: You know what that means, don't you? I'm an artificially created person. Really. No kidding. Alphonse: You're lying. Homonculus is just a
theory, no one has made one! Greed: O. Man... I think I have to prove it. (Roa bludgeoned him in the head) Alphonse: Why did you do that to him? Greed: His face recovers back and he snaps his head in place This is the one time I died. Alphonse: Nothing... Greed: Do you get it yet? Nothing is impossible, okay? I'm a little surprised you find it hard to accept
that. You're just a soul in armor. Alphonse: Who told you that? Greed: People like to speak in the shadow world, and I have a lot of friends. Heh... Ok... Let's skip the occasional chatter. I'm more worried about hearing what it's like to have a body that never dies. Is the individual soul transmutated - and tied to an object? Looks like this is the perfect recipe for
immortality for me. Let me explain ... See, I'm greedy, I want everything you can think about. Money, women, power and sex. Status, glory. I demand more subtle things. And, of course, I crave eternal life. Alphonse: Aren't you immortal already? greed: Well, I think I've been putting together a little tighter than most, I'm 200 years old, but I wouldn't exactly say
I'm immortal. So, I spilled my guts all over, told you my darkest secret. Now it's your turn. How do you get to your body? Martel: Just make it easy and tell him... If you don't want to be considered, which means we have to take you apart. Alphonse: I'd like to tell you. It would mean that I really remember when I got it. Even if I could, I'm not the one who did the
transmutation. Greed: It's not a problem. In that case, I'll just ask the person who did it. Edward: I never thought you'd get abjud their way. Alphonse: Brother. This guy's a gomunco! Edward: Are you serious? Greed: Hey! A way to destroy it! Alphonse: He may have some hints on how to bring back our original bodies. greed: Flaunts his tattoo Ouroboros
Edward: Tattoo Ouroboros. Greed: Aren't you observant. I was hoping I'd only have to deal with an armored giant. Edward: Why don't you just ask your partners what you want to know? Greed: Partners? Edward: Yes, the rest of the Ouroboros gang is from the Fifth Lab. They had several armor-related souls with them as well. Greed: You don't speak? Well,
it's a pretty long story, but we don't talk anymore. I have a little offer for you. You guys are desperate to get your bodies back, aren't you? Because I can teach you how to make your own Homunculus anytime at all. In turn, all I ask is you teach me how to transmute the soul. classic equivalent exchange. But I really don't understand why you want your old
body back. It seems to me that you have one that already Alphonse: No, I don't know! Greed: You're joking isn't it? You don't have to eat. You don't have to sleep. You don't even need to use the toilet! Sounds great to me! Me! That's enough... Shut up! AH, YES! SOUNDS GREAT TO YOU?! DOES THAT SEEM PERFECT?! YOU KNOW NOTHING ABOUT
THE HELL HE WENT THROUGH STUCK WITH THIS BODY! AND YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW TO TRANSMUTE THE SOUL?! YOU KIDNAPPED MY BROTHER AND YOU WANT TO GIVE ME SECRETS?! I'M GOING TO CRUSH YOU, CREEPS! BREAK YOU UP! IT'S OVER! AND I'M NOT GOING TO GIVE YOU ANYTHING! In other words, there will
be no sharing with you SCUM! Dolchetto: I think we're doing it by force again. Don't kill him, okay? Dolchetto: Yes, yes. Edward: You're a lot slower than the prisoner I know! Hg. Roa, get the armored guy out of here. I think we're dismantling it. Roa: Yes. (Brawl with greed and Edward a little) Greed: No, sorry. This little sword hands are kinda neat, but it can't
even scratch my Ultimate Shield! Edward: Protect your head next time! Oh, it hurts. The move would have hospitalized most people. Edward: But you're not like most people, are you? Greed: Well, my body. All that sets me apart is my Ultimate Shield and my advanced healing power. It's nothing special, but you're never going to hit me, so I'm offering a deal.
... Oh, you're one of those guys. You don't care if someone beats the crap out of you, but if someone puts a finger on a family member you are totally a freak. What a waste. You lose your temper like this, and you lose my information and your brother. Edward: My brother's fine, he's just waiting for me to hit you. You've already told us you're not immortal,
remember? And your Ultimate Shield doesn't cover much. Greed: (laughs) Sorry to let you down, but I'm holding back. It hides my beautiful face, so I try not to wear it so much. I'm not joking, man. Try everything you like, but you're not going to beat me. Greed: Are you already dead? (Edward gets up) You're full of writing and vinegar! I appreciate the effort,
but you just can't win! So, are you ready to tell me your secret now? Edward: Thank you for playing with me. greed: What? Edward: You have given me enough time to cool down and start thinking clearly. Is my mechanic amazing or what? Even after all this, it still works. How long do you want to get this out, man? It would have been so much easier if you'd
just stayed! Well, that was weird. Good as new. What was it for?! Come on, again? Try a new one! ... What the hell did you do to my shield? Edward: It's actually pretty simple once you think about it. Those who hide underground (1.14) King Bradley: Not that you know, but getting old is not easy. greed: Yes? King Bradley: This year I'm sixty years old. It's
frustrating how your body stops moving the way you want it... So I would like to finish this work as soon as possible and return home... Greed: I have an idea ... Pension! King Bradley: I understand why you think you have an advantage over a man like me, since I don't possess either the impenetrable Ultimate Shield or ultimate Spear, which can pierce any
substance... But I It's a secret. And You Are You how I managed to distinguish myself among the storms of bullets on the battlefield time after time... climb to my current position? Greed: Y-you ... King Bradley: Maybe I don't have the protection of your Ultimate Shield, but I clearly see your weakness with my Ultimate Eye. And now, greed. How many times do
I have to kill you before you're dead? The look and a half-century since I saw that face. Go and see, greed. You can't sleep all day. Greed: Well, good. The gang is here. The lookalike: It looks like your Ultimate Shield let you down in the end. greed: Maybe, but you never do, boast Lascivious ... Feel free to pierce me with your Ultimate Spear anytime you
want. Hello, Gluttony Insatiable. Still haven't found the right diet for you yet, has it? And a little jealous envy. You are welcome! Last time, get a new outfit! And where is Slot Lazy these days? Father: greed. You are both my son and part of my soul... So why would you betray your loving father? greed: I mean, you know the answer to that question better than
anyone, Dad... I am greed Avaricious ... After all, you made me like that. I just be myself. I just had more ambition than wasting my life working for you. Father: What if I asked you to come back and work for me again? greed: Never! Father: How do you want ... Greed: Why not come in, kids, the water's fine! Good and hot! Just like the flame in hell ...! I'll send
you a postcard, let you know what they're like...! And when the others get there, I'll be waiting for you! Father: Now back from where you were born ... Go back to my depths and join my soul. Come back, greed. If that's what you want, Dad! Just don't blame me when I give you a stomachache! You did it to yourself! Father: I will drink on the Day of Promise,
and to your immortal fidelity. Film: Sacred Star of Milos: One of them all, and all this one. All things in this world are connected. The alchemist who opens the doorway will find a real nightmare. Messenger from the East (1.15) Ling: Ooohoo! You guys are lifeguards! Thank you very much! Your treat, isn't it? Edward: When did I say I was crying? Ling: Let's not
quibble with something so small! Edward: Who do you call little?! Ling: To think, I found such hospitality, so far from home! Alphonse: Far from home? You mean you're not from here? Ling: That's right, I came from Xing! Edward: Oh, Shin, it's ... A country east of the desert? Ling: Because I wanted to see the ruins of Xerxes, the route runs there. Ling: I'm
looking for something. It's possible you two have heard of this before... Philosopher's Stone. I really want to find him. Do you know anything about that? Edward: No... We can't help you. Ling: You wouldn't lie to me, would you? He clicks and Lan Fan and Foo appear, with kunai So you want to tell me something? Edward: Why the interest in the philosopher's
stone? Ling: I want to achieve ... Immortality! Edward: So you shake strangers to eat, and yet can you somehow afford two personal attendants? Ling: Well, I'm the emperor's son, after all. Edward: Yes? The emperor's son? Alphonse: It makes you ... Elricks: Prince! Hehehehehe! Ling: Not the reaction I expected. Alphonse: Sorry! We just didn't see that
coming! Edward: Yes, the guy who collapsed on the side of the road and then mooched the food from us is the son of the emperor! Ling: Okay! Philosopher's Stone... What information can you offer? Edward: Not happening! Stone is not a tool for any political game. Scar: What's going on? ... Who is this? Yoki: Oh, sir, you're back! Welcome back. Scar: I said
who is it?! May: My name is Mei Chang, sir. I collapsed on the side of the road... Your lord, Mr. Iopi, revived me and brought me here. Scar: Master? Riza: Black Hayat? What's going on with you, man? Barry: Hahaha, it's dangerous to go out alone at this hour. You never know when you might meet a terrible serial killer, feared by everyone, Barry Chopper!
Yes! It's not fair, why would you pull a gun? Yes! Okay, that's it, ladies! Now I'm going to hear you screaming! Riza: Eh! Barry: Oh! Hey, why aren't you paralyzed by fear? Reese: You really remind me of someone else I know. Barry: Let me guess, Alphonse, something or something? Riza: Eh! Have you met Alphonse yet? Barry: Hahahaha, so your friend,
isn't it? I'll tell you something my sweetheart, you're one strong woman! Roy: Philosopher's Stone... Fallman: I can't believe the fifth lab was used to do something like that. Riza: It's getting worse; there's a chance that the military senior headquarters was involved as well. Roy: Plus were those other two, the hang and the envy. They're the ones who made you
who you are now? Barry: No, the researchers did it. Tore my soul right out of my body, and hit it in this armor you see here. Fallman: We can track down these so-called researchers, if we find them, maybe they can tell us who ordered the experiments. Barry: A fat chance at that. All of them were used to create philosophical stones, none of them survived.
Roy: Silence and then use as ingredients as well as planned. Reese: Do you think this means they have what they need, or will they try to make extra stones? Roy: I have one more question for you. A little more than a month ago, a soldier was killed in a telephone booth in Central. Did you do that? Barry: The phone booth doesn't sound familiar. Was he all
chopped up? Roy: Nothing. Edward: Hello, Winry! You look like you're in a very generous mood today! Vinry: Hi, Ed. Hey, Al. What are you doing like this? Elricks: Ahahaha! (edited) Hawok visits Falman, who looks after Barry. Havoc: How is it goin'? Have you won one game yet? Barry: Not even close ... But this game is boring anyway. Hey, since it's night, I
can And cut someone, right?! Right?! Of course not. Havoc: The colonel apologizes for giving you such a dangerous mission. He also says don't worry about your other responsibilities; your absence is treated as sick leave. But if someone - even military personnel outside our unit - sees you, he will have you court-military before you can blink... That's it. The
Mustang lied to the Elrick brothers not to tell them about Hughes' death. Hawkeye: Now you've decided to treat them like children? Mustang: There's no need for them to know just yet... Fewer obstacles that stand in their way right now... the better. Hawkeye: Colonel... Someday they'll find out. Mustang: It's funny ... I accused Armstrong of being soft... But
now I'm no better than him. Hawkeye: I don't see anything soft about it. It's cruel, Colonel. Edward: Apple pie? Vinry: That's right. I've practiced doing it a few times. I know it can ... sound like ... I'm bragging... but I got pretty good. I'm not as good as Miss Gracia, but someday... I was hoping... This is Mr Hughes ... would get to try some too! Envy: What you've
said before... how much more pleasant it would be if the Colonel of the Flame behaved himself... The look and the like: Yes? Envy: How would you feel when we made another play? The hang of: Do you have something in mind? Envy: Well, we have a noisy mongrel ... Perhaps all he needs is a good bone to chew. Cold Flame (1.17) Barry: Now it looks as if
you're definitely going to be looking at a shooting. Ross: That's not true! They're wrong! If they just make the right investigat - Barry: Here's your choice... Stay here and be killed for murder... or bust outta this joint with me. What's it going to be? Ross: How does that happen? There's nothing more I can do?! Ling: It sure doesn't look like it! Ross: I don't have a
choice! Mom! Dad! Please forgive me! Returns composure Okay, let's go... If that's the case, I'll run away with you. But you better know the way out of here, metal boy. Barry: Oh! You're spinning! Edward: Why, Colonel? Why was Hughes killed? Why second lieutenant Ross...? Why didn't you say anything?? (Ed Grabs Roy) Roy: (Slap Ed in the Face)
Threatening a Superior Officer? Forget about yourself, Elrick. Mustang: Maria Ross was a fugitive. Our orders were to shoot to kill. That's what I did. Alphonse: That's all you can say?! Mustang: On Hughes' death... I'm sorry to hide this. But you do not argue against orders... or ask for an explanation. Just follow them. Dr. Knotz: It's a terrible thing you did by
turning a beauty like her into a pile of charcoal. You must have been very offended by her, didn't you, Colonel? Was revenge as sweet as you imagined? Roy:... (crosses his arms and looks away) Dr. Knotz: The famous hero of the Ishwalan War, having gone so far against a little girl. I'm nauseous. Envy Daring escape fugitive to kill Colonel Mustang, eager
to avenge his best friend. And all is well that ends well. To be lost: The thorsodo: Are you so sure of that? The plan was to be designed to force the Mustang to behave on its own. Envy: He took the bait ... Now he has no reason to spy. Also... we managed to sow some hostility... His subordinates won't trust him much after that. The hang: Where did he run
away? Envy Well, it went away pretty suddenly ... and he's hiding well. The hang out: In other words, you have no idea... You're useless. Envy: Don't blame me, you ugly witch... I don't have enough manpower. Death of the Immortal (1.19) Gluttony: Bullets disappeared? Goody, buzz! I get to have lunch and desert! Roy: Hold on to the damn second! What do
you say, Al ...? It's just not possible. Alphonse: Yes, that's what I thought until I was kidnapped homunculus ... He called himself greed... One thing he told me was that nothing is impossible. I know for a fact that they have amazing healing powers. I watched greed get the top half of my head knocked down... but a minute later he was fine. They're really fine ...
But I understand if you don't believe me. Reese: After what I just saw... I have to believe you. Roy: Hold on... I rendered a fat boy up to the bubbling puddle there... Are you saying he's still alive? Alphonse: Probably. Roy: Wonderful ... It's just an endless parade of freaks lately, right? The look and feel: First you stand on our date, and then you put a gun on
me? You've got a little nerves, don't you! Havok: Solaris? What is going on? Roy: Hey, Havok. Your girlfriend has a tattoo. Yes, I saw it first, sir. The fling: To stop watching, it's not very polite. Roy: Well, I see how she cheated you so easily. You've always been a sucker for big tits. Havoc: I can't help him sir! I love them! The hang of: I told you ... The
philosopher's stone is my core. I really hate doing it... You were the main candidate for sacrifice and that's it. But you made me kill you. Roy: Gosh. To be lost: Save your breath... I want you to watch poor jin bleed to death... Then you can die. Roy: Jin... Hey. Answer me! Chaos! You can't die... Not yet. Not before I. Havoc...! Barry: I was wondering when
you'd show up, Lusty. The hang out: Number 66... Want to explain why you're helping the colonel? Barry: I thought it would be interesting to switch things ... Also... I've wanted to chop you up since I met you. The look down: You're such a handful, 66... And I'm sad to see you here, armor boy ... You just had to tag together. Let's talk about failure... It's bad
enough to lose one... But now you're forcing me to kill the second candidate. Alphonse: Candidate? Second? The look and the like: yes... You and Mr. Gallantry. Barry: Enough of the random chatter, the tinge! All I want to hear from you is screaming! The loath: I hate overly confident men. (cuts Barry's armor) Now then ... Where have we been? I think I was
going to send to her boss. Riza: Wait... So when you said you should've killed someone... No way... You're not-Reese: You're BITCH! WAHHHHHH! She's She The rain is repeated, but the bullets have no cumulative effect. Riza breaks down in vanquished tears. The look and feel of the creature... Another typical person. Alphonse: Stand up, lieutenant... You
need to get out of here. The look and the like: Do you want me to kill you first? Oh, my... Looks like you've opened a portal. Such a shame... You're the perfect candidate. Riza: Listen, Alphonse... Leave me and save yourself. Alphonse: No! Riza: Run! Alphonse: I won't! Riza: Go! Alphonse: I'm not leaving you! I'm sick of watching people die! And I can't just sit
back and take it anymore! I'm not going to kill anyone else! Not when I can protect them! Roy: Well, I did! I couldn't agree more! Roy: You told me that I can't kill you... but I'd like to try to prove you wrong. So let's see ... How many times will it take?! Roy repeatedly sets fire to the blaze. Furious, The makes a final charge on him, but he blows it up with flames
for the last time. After a pause, it begins to disintegrate. The look down: You killed me... I hate losing... but there are worse ways to die than at the hands of a man like you. I like how cold and focused your eyes are. I'm looking forward to ... on a day when these eyes will be wide with agony... (It disappears completely.) It's coming... It's coming... Barry: Holi
moths ... It was too close. I hope someone can fix me... I wouldn't want to live my life like a sheet metal. Yes! What the...?! How the hell are you still alive?! Hey... Oh no! Put me down right now! I have a second chance to terrorize the city! You're going to screw it up! The human body of Barry scratches the Bloody Run, killing both at the same time Father
before the grave (1.20) Hohenheim: Hello, Edward. You seem to have grown some. I spoke to Pinako. You've tried human transmutation. Edward: Why do you think you can show up like this? You've got nothing left here! Hochenheim: I noticed. Tell me, Edward. What's going on to burn down my house? Edward: After what happened, we swore never to turn
back... We did so as a symbol of our resolve. Hohenheim: No, you didn't. You hid your memory. You didn't want to be reminded of what you did... And I thought you could erase your memory by destroying the evidence. Edward: You're wrong! Hohenheim: It's just like a kid who hides a sheet after he wets the bed. You ran away... And you know it. Edward: I...
You don't know a damn thing! I'm sick of abdominal pain. Hochenheim: He's just like I was when I was his age. Hochenheim: I have to tell you something important, Pinako. Something terrible will happen in this country soon... You have to run while you can. Pinako: This country is lousy with terrible things... And I can't leave. I have other people who need me
here in case they want to go home. Hohenheim: I gave you my warning. Pinako: Hey, Hold on! Try not to be such a stranger, okay? Hochenheim: I wish I had, Pinako... I'm sorry I'm not enjoying your cooking anymore. Cooking. Dig up the remains of the creature and look at it ... Pinako: I'm sorry... But I'm afraid it's not your mother, Ed. Edward: Laughs in
crazy relief Then that's all... It is really impossible to bring the dead back to life... The undeniable truth... It was impossible all this time... Pinaco: Edward... Now listen to me ... You have to take over. Edward: I'm fine, Grandma ... Everything is fine. From the moment I did this thing, it was a symbol of my desperation... But no more... Now it's an emblem of
hope. Al can be returned to normal. Edward: WHAT HELLLLL?! Alphonse: Sorry, brother. Edward: You--! WHAT--?! HOW DID YOU GET BEATEN UP LIKE THAT? Aaa! And you... WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING HERE? Ling: Eat a delicious dinner. Edward: Well. Uh, Vinry... Do it, hmm... Uh uh... You remember when Al and I got into a fight when we
were kids about... Who's marrying you? Alphonse: Oh? The fight we were talking about on the roof? Edward: Yes, this one. Al told me you turned him down. Winry: Mm-hmm. Turned you both down. Edward: Anyway, so the question for both of you is then... What were your reasoning? Alphonse: She said ... Alphonse and Vinry: I just don't like men who are
shorter than me. Edward: Screams are loud You can't JUDGE MAN FOR WHAT he can't help! Alphonse: Brother... I've met other people who weren't exactly human... but they still managed to live their lives for some purpose. And even in this body... That didn't stop other people from treating me like a human being. This body can reject me at any time ... But
it's the same with a man. You never know when you may get sick or die as a result of an accident. So I can still get like this... I can live a somewhat normal life ... And that's how I managed to keep going... But now... I can't take it anymore. Because... I can't... I can't go all night alone! It's too lonely ... And that's why I have to get back to normal. Promotion Fool
(1.21) Dr. Knox: I know you love playing with fire, but someone is going to get burned. Roy: You should have warned me sooner. Dr. Knox: Is someone injured? Roy: One of my men. He was paralyzed from the waist down. Havok: Jeez ... I know I thought I was going to retire because of a woman, but not because of that. Mustang: You're an idiot! Bad enough
that you believed her, but then gave up?! Hawkeye: Please forgive me, Colonel. Mustang: You have to stay strong. You never give up on life. I need to know that you can stay calm no matter what happens. Hawkeye: Yes, sir. Mustang: I will continue to rely on you to look after my back. Don't push me. You have to think about taking your own advice, Colonel.
Since you were the one who left your post. Roy: Hey! SHUT UP, CHAOS! (his injury is played out as a result of his screaming) Agh! Uggh... And what the hell, why are we even in the same In my rank I must have my own room, with a hot nurse. Riza: Try to understand, sir; It was to protect you both in the same room. Roy: Which reminds me: Why haven't
they tried to kill us yet? (Cuts to Humunculi) Envy: What's wrong with you? How could you let that bastard go after what he did? You had to pull his spine out of his mouth! Gluttony: The look and a head of... He killed the man. . . . Envy: It's not too late to kill him! So get to him! Bradley: We can use the Mustang, it's useless if we kill him. Envy: Use it? Hold on,
do you mean the portal? Bradley: You don't have to worry about that. And forget the Mustang. My father wants me to handle it. Alphonse: What if I started rotting? Edward and Vinry: Ah? Alphonse: I doubt my body gets any nutrients, or any sleep either. So even if we get it back from there...! (Al with face covered, and flies) Brother...! Vinry, Vinry! Edward and
Vinry: AHHHHHH! Vinry: Eh! Is he right, Ed? Edward: It's just a hypothesis, but I thought about the transmutation that we did, and I tried to replicate our process. Remember when we mixed our blood to make a plan for mom's soul? Alphonse: Yes... Edward: Well, right after that we went through the portal where we were both deconstructed. It's a small
chance, but I think maybe our spirits are confused in the process. Alphonse: What do you say ...? Edward: I'm trying to explain that our bodies can be connected in some way, even if I'm here and your body is there. See? That might explain why I'm so -... Shaw-... Short! Winry: He recognized it! Alphonse: He's starting to face reality! Winry: So you think
you've been supplying all the nutrients to Al's body too? It seems a little far fetched. Edward: Well, what's your explanation? Winry: You don't grow because you refuse to drink milk. Edward: Don't start with that again... Vinry: Well, that's true. Alphonse: It seems that my brother is always asleep. I wonder if his body can rest for me. Winry: - Until you start
drinking it. You have to! Edward: That's not going to happen! No! Winry: Lovely to stay ridicule! Edward: I don't make fun of it! Alphonse: I hope so at least. Winry: I could make you! Edward: Just try it! Alphonse: So you're saying Scar killed Ferry's parents? Edward: I don't know for sure, but that's the way it looks. Alphonse: Poor Winry... Brother...! You
weren't going to tell her, were you? Edward: Of course not, Al. I couldn't stand to be the one to make her cry again. Alphonse: Neither I. Edward: It's ... For room service? YOU'RE DAMN RIGHT YOU OWE ME! Winry: Will you GUYS SHUT UP?! D'ya know how early I have to wake up tomorrow?! Edward: Oh! Yes, I forgot! You catch an early train in Rush
Val-has a psychic image of Scar destroying his arm Uhh. Know what? You have to cancel it. Why don't you stay and relax? Vinry: Ah?! Edward: I mean, it's just... You know... Ok... There's... always a chance that my arm might be broken... (small voice) or even... Destroyed... Are you planning on destroying IT?! Holds a bloody wrench after using it because of
Ed Alphonse: I have your soul, brother! Al grabs Ed's soul as he lies bleeding on the floor. Vinry: I can't believe you. Just promise you won't do anything too dangerous. Havoc: Just let me move on. I beg you. Roy: Okay. You're cut off. I'll leave you to catch up. I have to keep moving ... But I'll see you at the top. Reese: He doesn't give up... He didn't even
think about turning away from me... And I gave up on life. It's not in it to throw others... He refuses. Havok: He's a fool. He's not going to make it to the top... This country chews it up if it continues to behave so softly. Reese: Well, I don't know about it... This country needs a fool like this man. Roy: So, what about the showboat? Do you want him to find you?
Edward: Yes, that's exactly what I want. I'm going to fight him, and you can't stop me. Roy: Are you crazy?! Did you forget how he tore you apart in East City? Edward: Ooooh! Looks like the colonel's afraid of the big, bad Scar! I'm not surprised, considering how useless you were against it! Roy: It's not my fault! It was raining that day! Edward: Was it raining
when you were beaten and sent to the hospital?! Ha! You're still useless! Roy: Shut up, Mulm! Backs in the distance (1.22) Ling: So you are the ruler of this land. The king exists for his people. Without his people there is no king! King Bradley, you're not the real king! Not now, not ever! Bradley: There's no such thing as a real king! Edward: I confess that the
alchemists made mistakes. But that doesn't mean we recognize what you're doing. Does it justify being a servant of God by taking the lives of doctors who dedicate themselves to the people? Remember a couple of married amestrian doctors named Rockbell? Edward: Scar! You're so smug, but remember two doctors named Rockbell? Alphonse: Wait, Ed! Do
not! EDWARD: THOSE DOCTORS SAVED YOUR LIFE! And you killed them! Alphonse: BRAT! Ed too late realizes that Vinry is in his ear and heard everything Winry: What? What does Ed mean? This man... He's alone... Who killed my parents? And what's worse... They helped save you... and you killed them..? You killed... my parents? What have they
done to you? They were doctors... they didn't deserve to die. Give them back! GIVE ME BACK MY MOM AND DAD, MONSTER! Scar: Is that the doctor's daughter? You're right, shooting me would be justified. Just know, as soon as you pull the trigger, you'll be my enemy! Alphonse: SKA! Edward: IF you think I'll hurt you one HAIR ON HER HEAD-! Scar:
Will you kill me? I'll be fine, man. Until one of us dies, this chain of hatred will continue. BUT REMEMBER THAT! THEY WERE THE AZMRIIANS WHO FIRST PULLED THE TRIGGER IN THE WAR! THEY WERE YOUR PEOPLE! (After the fight) Vinry (crying): But this man. You said he killed my mom and dad. He tried to kill you and too, Ed, but I couldn't,
why not? Edward: Remember, in Rush Valley you gave birth to a child who saved you two lives and you gave me an arm and a leg to replace the one I lost, it's your hands, they weren't supposed to kill, they're meant to give birth. That's why. Girl on the battlefield (1.23) Lan Fan: What happened to me?... Ling: What happened? Lan Fan: I have no feeling for
my hand ...? My lord... Now I'm useless to you. Ling: What are you talking about? Lan Fan: You can't burden yourself with me... If you do, they will only get you too... The king is not a king without his people, but the people without his king will be lost as well. You can't do it with them... God, think of our clan... You have to live for them. Ling: I'm not leaving
you! Lan Fan: Sometimes someone has to be left behind. For the common good. Ling: Lan Fan! What are you planning? No! Don't do this! Scar: There's nothing inside the armor. You're hollow, aren't you? Alchemy outshone you in this metal prison, and yet you still believe it? Alphonse: The truth is, there are a lot of things about this body that are
uncomfortable... but it's nothing that I can't live with... I don't want any pity... least of all of you. My brother used alchemy to save my life... To regret the form that I have now would mean not only giving up alchemy, but also turning my back on it... I believe in my brother, and I believe in alchemy. I will not lose faith... I want to believe! May: These two are getting
you in trouble, servant? He's the servant of the man who saved my life. You better leave him alone, puny little boy! Edward: WHO YOU CALLING PUNY?! Edward:... NEXT TIME I MAKE YOU CRY, I HOPE THEY WILL BE TEARS OF JOY! AND AL AND I WILL RETURN TO OUR NORMAL BODIES, AND I WILL MAKE YOU CRY WITH PURE HAPPINESS!
IT'S A PROMISE!!! Winry: I ... fall in love with him? Ling: When I went in search of immortality... I knew I had to make some sacrifices. I wasn't ready for it... Lan Fan was, though. She made a decision that I was too weak to do. Inside the Belly (1.24) Envy: People are so easy to take advantage of, lucky us. (Roy shoots gluttony who swallows it) Edward: Did
he swallow it? Alphonse: Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, (Gluttony attacks the trio as they run away) Edward: HEY, WHAT WORKED WELL!!! Roy: THINK YOU can do better!?! Be my guest!!! Alphonse: OR WE CAN JUST LEAVE YOU BEHIND the Colonel, YOU WHO REALLY WANT!!! Envy (discarding his dog's guise): How are you,
Fullmetal Pipsqueak? Edward: Gosh, I've told you before. Don't call me SHOOOOOORT! The envy dodges Ed's attacks. Envy: Hey, calm down! I'm only here to get Gluttonia back; Nothing more! I don't want to fight you, Pipskik! Edward: It's five now!!! Envy: What are you talking about!? Edward: That's five times! You called me twice in the pips, three times in
the lab! And don't tell me you've forgotten! Envy:... Impressive, you have memory there ... Envy: I know you. You're the guy who crossed swords swords Anger, isn't it? Ling: What do you mean a child?! I happen to be the twelfth son of Emperor Xing. My name is Envy: Eat it. Ling: No! No! No! No! Envy: You are scum! A simple man like you can't condescend
to me! Ling: You seem to underestimate people... AND THAT'S A MISTAKE! Roy: Well, it's either a gateway to glory or an entrance to hell. Wait, lieutenant... If anything happens to me, at least you'll have a chance to get out alive. Reese: No, sir. Roy: It was an order. Reese: The one I can't obey. Roy: You're stubborn. Reese: That's what you've always
known, sir. Roy: Okay... Would you stay here if I told you to come back? Riza: Yes... Happy hunting, sir. Edward: I know we said we'd stay and that's it. But it's seriously quirky..! Ling: He seems a little angry. Envy: You really know how to use this thing! Ling: Thanks for the addition! Really! Door of Darkness (1.25) Ling: So hungry, I wish we could find
something to eat...! Edward: Well, actually. You know... Leather goods are edible. We have food. (Cuts to later) Edward: This should do it! So go. Ling: You don't have an athlete's leg, do you? Edward: MY foot is made of METAL, you idiot! (Later) Edward: Aw man that shoes filled me! Ling: Sorry, ed. Edward: And why is that? Ling: It's all my fault you're
here. Edward: That's not true. Besides, this place is a joke compared to what my teachers went through. It just sucks that we have no idea where this place is. But that's okay. As long as we have health, we can find a way out of here. Ling: You are confident, optimistic ... Edward: Not really, I'm just stubborn. And if I even think about giving up, I have an iron
fist of Al, which I'm looking forward to. Ling: Hmm.... Mmm! Edward: What happened? Ling: There's something out there... Is that true? Envy: I thought so. I should have known it was you guys. Ling: It's definitely envy. Edward: Please show me the way out of here! Ling: Oh! You're just going to start begging the enemy for that kind of help?! Edward: If that
means surviving, I'll be his best friend...! Envy: It doesn't matter because there is no way out. You really got us into a fine mess... I can't believe you swallowed me with you. Ling: You just said swallowed ... So we're really inside Gluttoni's stomach? Envy: Well, yes and no. You see, it's a lot harder than that. Just ask pip- (sees Ed's face) I mean ask the
alchemist... He had to figure out what the place was. Edward: I noticed something when gluttony swallowed us... It was like I had a familiar feeling. Envy: This isn't the first time you've been through this. Edward: Portal of Truth! But, it was not black pitch and filled with a sea of blood ... It was more like... like a completely white emptiness. Envy: This is what the
real looks like. Edward: The real one? Envy: Gluttony is our Father's failed experiment to create his Portal of Truth. Edward: He... A what? Envy: No matter how powerful our there, he still couldn't create one... We are trapped inside the faulty Portal of Truth. It exists somewhere between reality and truth. Edward: Between them? Envy: And I can assure you
that there is no way out of here... The only option we have is to sit here until our strength runs out... And that's it. All we can do is wait here to die. Edward: Don't think I'm falling in love with this shit! I know you're lying to us Envy! You're lying! Don't you? Ling: So there are really no way outs? Are we going to die here? Edward: Wait... No... Wait... I can't die
here! What's Al going to do if I die?! We made a promise and he... He needs me to get back to normal! Damn it. I want to know who your Father is... Who will try to create their own portal ...?! It's Fuhrer Bradley, isn't it?! Envy: What, you are serious ...? Ha...! Nice try, but King Bradley is nothing more than Homunculus. Ling: I said so. Edward: Fifth
Laboratory... Human lives have been sacrificed to make philosophical stones... Homunkuli... And if the Fuhrer is on your side, I'm guessing you were the one behind Ischval. Envy: Oh, Ishwal? (laughs) I don't know what to do. I couldn't have asked for a nicer job than this...! You remember the incident that started the war, don't you? Edward: I've always heard
that it's because a military officer accidentally shot an Ishvalan child. Envy: Yes! And the one that proudly pulled the trigger was none other than yours for real... I've devastated their entire country with one bullet! I mean, talk about invigorating! Oh, and the best part? The officer I was pretending to be? In fact, he was a moderate who had always publicly
opposed the occupation of the military in Iswal. And listen to this! The poor fool couldn't come up with a plausible defense, and they court-military it! You know, I don't think I'll ever get over how easy it is to manipulate people. Edward: So you are responsible... You're the one who shot the poor innocent child. You ruined my hometown. You kicked out the
Ishvalans. You're the one who turned Scar into a murderer. And it was you... You're the reason That's why Vinry's parents were killed. IT'S YOUR FAULT! Ed breaks through envy, but without any effect. Edward: He didn't budge! Envy: Okay, then ... If that's what you want. Ling: Ed! Come back! Envy: I'm going to show you two boys something neat before we
die... Consider it a show gift. Ling: Did you notice his tracks? When we all fought in the woods? Edward: What ...? No. What are you? Ling: Just that he's fancifully heavy for the size of his body... It may be a little bigger than it looks. The transformation of Envy into its true form is over. Ling: How can it be a gomunculus? They have to be artificial people,
right?! (They're fighting for a bit) Ling: Ed! Can you make a weapon? Edward: You got it. With this ocean of blood... There is a lot of iron to work with. Ling: You have a sticky sense of taste. Edward:Come on... I think it looks damn sharp itself. Can we get him? It? I doubt it... He's a giant monster. And on top of that, I'm sure he broke my two ribs. Edward: Yes,
I pretty beat myself up. But it doesn't make sense... All that matters now is to make him pain! Roy: Tell me, why did you bother to let me live? Bradley: Because you won't learn a lesson if you're a corpse, soldier. Roy: And the military ...? How long has this been going on? Bradley: Homunculi has been controlling this entire nation since its inception. Roy: So
all this time you've been sitting back and laughing at our struggle? I saw you at General Hughes' funeral. Your hands were shaking. So you're faking this, too? Bradley: Why should everyone make such a fuss about the death of one soldier...? The moment a soldier digs into form, he accepts the reality that he can be buried in it. And about my hands...
Hughes's child squealed throughout his funeral. My hands trembled with anger. Roy: You have a baby, too. Bradley: He's more well behaved than that. Roy: How do you think he'll react if he finds out his father is a gomun? Bradley: Was that a threat? You're going to have to do better. Selim will never work as a point of weakness in my life. But you, on the
other hand... I know exactly who to use as a weak spot. Fury: Lieutenant Hawkeye! Reese: What is this, sergeant? Furey: It's just that... I got a letter from the human resources bureau. And well, I'm being transferred to the Southern Command Center. Reese: Have you been transferred? Furey: And I'm not the only one, warrant officer Falman has been
transferred to the Northern Command Center, and second lieutenant Breda is on his way to the Western Command Center. (Two men come into view) Yakovlev: Lieutenant Hawkeye? Reese: Yes, sir. Yakovlev: I'm Yakovlev, from the staff. Reese: I'm being transferred? Stroh: And my name is Storch. I'm a personal assistant to the Fuhrer Bradley ... I need
you to do it. Reese: I've been reassigned, sir? Stroh: That's right. Reese: I'd like to see them. Oh yes! What is this? That can't be right! Are you sure these are my orders? Fuery: Where are they sending you? Reese: First Lieutenant Riza Hawkeye must account for service... In the Central Command Center... As a personal assistant to the Fuhrer Bradley.
May: I couldn't find Shao Mei anywhere... Yoki: Maybe he was eaten by a stray dog? May: Eaten... (starts crying) Yoki: WAAAA! I WAS JOKING! Reunion (1.26) (edited) Edward: Ok, Envy ... It's time to die! Lost Soul: Help me... Kill me... Help me die... I ask you ... Please kill me... You are welcome! Another lost soul comes out of the previous one before
Lings cuts it, resulting in more lost souls coming out of the wound. Ling: Come on! Get out of this, idiot! Why didn't you attack him? Edward: The Man... These are people... They need our help... They're trapped inside it! Ling: He's a monster! Edward: But they-Ling: Listen to me! These things are monsters! Ed tries to ignore the lost souls, but he lowers
vigilance. Envy: I'm finished playing with you. The envy knocks Ed off his feet, opening his mouth when he swallows Ed alive. Edward: A. I am sorry. Ling: Open your eyes, Ed! Please wake up! Wake up! Ed, no! Inner Body of Envy... Edward:.. Red stone. This is its core... Philosopher's Stone... I almost forgot. After all my search ... It's right here... in front of
me ... Ling:.. Is this all from Xerxes? Edward: That's right... They are pieces of a large fresco from what is left of their temple. When I saw the ruins of a fresco near ... I thought it was identical to the transmutation circle from the 5th lab. The one they used to create philosophical stones. But it's actually different. The sun represents the soul. While the moon
symbolizes the mind. And then there's the stone canvas of the fresco... It represents the body. Ling: Slow down... Make sure it's simple, okay? Edward: Basically ... The mural was a calling circle ... For human transmutation. Ling: I know that one ... Well, I think I... Is it used to bring back dead people? Edward: Not really. Alchemy is based on the rule of
equivalent exchange... You cannot transmute the form of life from a soul that no longer exists in this world. You can trust me with that. So... that's where I got the idea to get us out of here. I can't transmute the dead... but what happens if I transmute myself? Ling: Do you mean a living person? Edward: Exactly... I can use this transmutation circle to
deconstruct myself... And then I just put myself back together... This is human transmutation... and he's going to open a portal. You said that gluttony is a defective Portal of Truth... I bet that if we go through a real portal, we will turn into our own reality. I will open a real portal... and then you two jump over it. Ling: What happens if something goes wrong?
Edward: Then he will rebound ... Unsuccessful transmutation will ricochet on the person who performed it... In this case, it would be me. Ling: I'm not going to act as I know anything about alchemy... It's all yours. Edward: That's right... Hey, envy... I have something else I wanted to ask you. It would look more or less like this. This is the first thing that caught
my attention ... de-day... It translates as a god. And underneath it is a two-headed dragon... Alchemical symbol for full form of life. What does it mean... This basically translates as I will strike God on Earth and become a perfect being. Ling: Well, that's certainly an arrogant concept. It's not a big deal to talk about it... Edward: But there's another one. This part
takes it to the next level. An image of a lion swallowing the sun... Symbolizing the philosopher's stone. The Philosopher's Stone is made with living people... Isn't that right, Envy? Envy: yes... That's right. Edward: How can a nation as advanced as the Xerxes fall...? Not to mention one night? What happened to its citizens ...? These fragments of the fresco...
You put them here to hide the evidence. You killed them... You Are You All Xerxes ... You've turned them into a philosopher's stone! Who was it?! I want to know who used this to transmute themselves...! Who killed the population of the whole country... Who created all of you...? Who is trying to make themselves powerful enough to outdo God! Was it your
father ...? Don't you? Tell me envy ... Whoever this guy is, he used you, Homunkuli, to try to recreate the destruction of Xerxes here in Amestris, right?! Envy: You get us out of here and I'm happy to tell you everything. You've spent enough time beating around the bush... I'm tired of waiting for you to ask... You have to pay a fee, don't you...? Open the



Portal? That should work. Edward: Your body ... They're Xerxes, aren't they? Envy: In due time, but their minds and bodies collapsed long ago ... All that's left is the energy to consume. They don't even remember what they looked like when they were alive. (Ed was heartbroken to hear this.) Envy: It's a pity ...? How childish are you? You desperately want to
see these things as human because you want to believe that your brother still retains his humanity. Could you throw a pack of logs on the fire... because you spared the tree did they come? These souls will never come true to human. You have to use logic if you want to define what a person is. Don't let your emotions decide. Edward: Okay. Ling... It can't
work for me... If so, you should warn people about these guys' plans. Ling: I'm not that worried about Amestris. This is not my country. Edward: Are you serious? Ling: You have people you love waiting for you, don't you? So just make it alive and tell them yourself. Ling: I knew it reminded me of something. Looks like he's almost praying. Edward: I haven't
seen it for a long time. I'm sorry that's not why I was planning on opening you up again. Ling...! Jump in it! Ling: You know better what you're doing...! I trust you! Edward:.. I did it. What the... There have always been two portals? He then noticed Al's body as his gate opened and dragged him. Edward: Hurry up, Al! AAAAL! Alphonse's body: I can't. I can only
leave with my soul. I'm sorry, I can't go with you. The doors are closing. However, Ed makes them open when they start to close. Edward: Alphonse! Look at me! I promise... Someday soon ... I'll come back for you! Just wait! Wait for me! Bradley (Voice-over): I have no memory of my parents' faces or their names... In fact, I don't even remember my name.
All I know is I may have been abandoned or sold before I even had one. And they taught us to be leaders. They kept us limited together... and they taught us at all times of the day and night. We studied political science and humanities... As well as martial arts... Firearms... and, of course, fencing. I was sure that I would be the one to lead this country. I firmly
believed in it, and I any training to make it so. (Flash back) Scientist: Go and lie down. Bradley: What's going on here? Happens? Just try not to think about it. It won't take long. Bradley: What are you going to ?.! To be done... They're dead?! Father: You're the twelfth candidate. Do you have what it takes to become my rage? My anger? Bradley Voice over:
The Philosopher's Stone is made of the vitality of countless people and contains their souls. After being introduced into the bloodstream, he begins to take on his new master and the human body tries to reject him. My body was repeatedly destroyed from the inside and then restored by a stone. The only options I had were to die or overcome his power. I
chose the latter. (Later) Scientist: It's amazing! We've made a new type of person! Congratulations. You have been chosen to lead humanity along the path of destiny... Everything was organized to provide you with everything you needed. From now on your name will be... King Bradley. Roy: You've lived your life before as a person... Why choose to be
Homunculus, sir...? Isn't there any way you could go back to being human...? Bradley: Are you suggesting I become a human being again...? That's funny... Why would I pursue such frivolity? I've become something much superior. Just like you people are proud of their humanity, delusion, although it may be ... I'm proud too... Because we are also proud of
who we are. That woman you killed. She died with her pride untouched, didn't she? May: This armor will pay, big time! He stole Shao Mei from me...! Kidnapped her...! That freak! It's her...! Shao Mei-Scar: Keep it. See that fat one? I overheard what they call his homuncula. May: gomuncul? Scar: He is entitled to recover from any type of injury ... So he's
practically immortal. May: He ...? This is another reason for us to go after them! Scar:.. I don't know if we can stop him. What is the armored boy doing to him? Something's wrong? May: This place... That's weird... I felt there was something wrong with this country since I came here. But this place... This is the source of it ... Can you feel these things...?
Crawling under us? Alphonse: I didn't know there were tunnels under Central. What about all this? Gluttony:...? About... The gatekeepers did it all. Alphonse: The gatekeepers? Gluttony: They won't tear you up as long as you're with me. Alphonse: Just pretend they're not there. Do we have much further? Gluttony: Not too far away... It's just ahead. Alphonse:
Does he know what happens to the people you swallow? Gluttony: I'm sure he does. Dad knows everything! Alphonse: Brother. I know you're still alive... Just hold on. May: What are these things? (Cuts to May and Scar) Scar: They are known as Chimeras. There's no end to it. May: Stronger here. Feeling... There's something evil under us. Scar: Is it more
chimera? May: No, it's worse. That's true. People? (Cuts to my father.) Father: The gatekeepers seem to have become restless. Someone came to find me. Father (1.28) Father: Envy? Alphonse: Envy? A what Edward: Al, you're back in the armor... Then that means ... Ling: We're back in the real world. Father: Hohen... The name you said! You don't mean
Van Hochenheim by any chance? How do you two know him? Alphonse: Well... He's our father. Father:... Is he your father?! I had no idea he had kids! Haha! ... If you're really his offspring, why is that your last name Elrick? Edward: Elrick is our mother's last name! Father: Oh, that's right, so where does he spend his time? Edward: Who cares! Just forget
about him! Who the hell are you? And why do you look just like him?! Father: I know he can't be dead... Edward: Listen! Alphonse: Brother! This guy is who-Edward: Ngh! Father: It would seem that you are wounded. And you miss your left hand, don't you? There and how is it for you? Your arm is broken... Edward: Eh! It's not broken anymore. Oh yes! Hey...!
Owww! Father: Few broken ribs as well. I consider you two vital resources that you both need to stay alive and healthy. Edward: It's not right Al. He pre-transitioned with no movement at all. Alphonse: And he didn't even dilute my armor. Elrics: There is not any equivalent exchange! Father (when Elrics attempt to stop him from being killed): When you notice
an insect on the ground, do you stop to think he's a fool? The life of an insect is so beneath you that it would be a waste of your time to even consider evaluating it. That would be an accurate summation of my feelings for these people. Edward: It's clear that you're the root of all this evil! I'm taking you! I don't care how many friends you have! Envy: Just who
do you call a godfather, pipsqueak? Edward: Pipsqueak!? May: Shao Mei! Greed: Haho! Here's this touching reunion right here! May: Where is he? Where's Mr. Edward? Scar: It's right there. May: Yes? He's not really here, is he? Scar: I told you, he's the one right here! This little guy is an alchemist of Fullmetal. May: Yes? AAAHHHH!! Seeing Ed, May's
fantasy is shattered when she's changed from distraught to furious. MAY: HOW DARE YOU TOY TOY WITH MAIDEN SENSES, YOU HUMAN MICROBE!!! Edward: WHAT WOULD YOU CALL ME, MICRO-GIRL?!! The Fight the Fool (1.29) (edited) Edward: Where do you take us? Envy: Just enter. They enter the elevator, taking to the top with envy
assuming that uniform of a military soldier. It's Central Command! Alphonse: We were under it all the time! Edward: You really fooled me. Bradley: I don't remember lying to you. I told you to stay out of trouble and not trust the military. You do this and no harm comes to you. Bradley: You're going to have to keep carrying that. And you will do it of your own free
will. Edward: By my own will? There's no way I would... Bradley: What was her name? This girl... Oh yes. It was Vinry Rockbell. Your automail engineer. And grew up in Resembool too. She's practically a family. I've heard that she has a clientele in Edward: Stay away from her! Just leave her aside! Bradley: If you're not going to stay, then I'm just going to
have to cut it. Roy: I would like to ask one thing, Sir Bradley: What is it, Colonel? Roy: Did you kill Hughes? Bradley: No. It wasn't me. Bradley: Colonel, I only agreed to one question. Edward: Vinry, is that you!? Alphonse: Brother, Vinry's there!? Vinry: Ed?! What, did you break your automail again? Edward: NO!!! I'm calling. Uh, well... to see if you got there
safely or not. It's like you haven't seen any weird people or anything, right? Winry: ... Ed, you're crawling out. Edward: WHAT THIS, LET'S SAY, MEAN!? Winry: Well, you hardly ever call me, so it's pretty weird! As if someone as tactless as you might actually be worrying about others!! It's weird as a snowstorm in summer. Edward: Well ... Winry: Thank you,
though. I am happy... that you called. Edward:... Yes. Are you sure. (He hangs up.) Greed: You know it must be very similar to her to have your desperate fears to be used like this! Elricks: Ling!? No, I told you, greed. Edward: What do you want? You wanted me to give you this. Edward: Ling? What does it say? Greed: Yes. I can't read it. He said to give it to
the girl. Edward: How do I know you won't understand us and wash it off? Greed: It's none of my business to fight women. Besides, I never lie. But hey, it's your call. (Grid is leaving.) Edward: Hey, Ling! It's still greed, baby. Dr. Knox: I... She's not in any danger. She's going to have to stay in bed for a few days. Alphonse: I'm relieved Dr. Knox: Increasing my
number of patients on a whim like this!! Where am I going to sleep? Tell me that! Alphonse: I'm sorry! Lan Fan: Young Lord! Isn't he here with you? Bradley: I met him once. He said that the king exists for his people. It's like people matter. Fool, where did he get from? Typical man. Ling: Shut up! suddenly regaining control and looking at Bradley Don't
underestimate people. Bradley is frozen and wide-eyed. Greed:... I know he's smart as he's vigilantly waiting for the opportunity to take control of this body! Bradley: He must have changed his mind. Now that he has taken the monster into his flesh. Let Chang and Lan Fan fight each other. Alphonse: Hey! Just wait a minute! I don't know what it is, but you
can't fight like Thi!! May and Lan Fan: KUIT BEFORE THE BUSINESS OF OUR country! Alphonse: WAH! Lan Fan: My wounds won't slow me down. May: Is that true? Oh, mine too! Before the fight, Dr. Knox walks in, looking furious. Dr. Knox: WHAT THE HELL, you TWO KNOW what you're doing?!! (slaps a bowl of food and washbasin on each of May and
Lan Fan heads) You have to rest in bed! May (squeezing your head pitifully): Stop trying to interfere in the affairs of our count-! Dr. KNOX: I DON'T CARE ABOUT BUSINESS COUNTRY, DAMURS!!! God... It doesn't matter where you come from, you're both my patients. May and Lan Fan growl at each other, but Knox is on them again. Dr. Knox: You don't
plan on making an even bigger mess here, do you? Yes? Because if you do, you can release an unknown pathogen from the floorboards... and kill everyone in the house. May and Lan Fan now keep each other at bay. Scar: Tell me the truth right now before my right hand destroys you! Ishwalan War of Extermination (1.30) (edited) Riza: Why are the soldiers
who are supposed to protect citizens killing them instead? Why is alchemy, which is supposed to bring happiness to people, used to kill? Riza: Yes. The hero of this terrible war becomes nothing but a mass murderer. Not only the colonel, but also Dr. Knox and others who took part in human experiments. Even I'll be tried as a criminal for what I did. The only
thing that really protects a soldier is his uniform. May: amm ... Mr. Armor? Thank you so much... to save us. Alphonse: My name is Alphonse. Alphonse Elrick. May: Elrick? Alphonse: You know Edward Elrick, right? The short alchemist you used to shout at. I'm his little brother. You know, since I was inside, but I don't have a body. Keep it a secret, okay? May:
If you're his brother, does that mean you have the same angry look. Alphonse: NO WAY! First, I'm much taller than him, look better, and fight better than him! Also, I'm not short-tempered at all! I'm the perfect gentleman! (For a second, May tries to imagine what he might look like. May: Alphonse, I hope you get your body back very soon! Alphonse: why,
thank you... Bradley: So you're asking me to take your life instead of the tens of thousands of Ishvalians remaining? Logue Lowe: That's right, I'm worth ... Bradley: How arrogant with you. Do you truly believe that your single life is equivalent to the remaining many of your followers? Your height has reached your head. In the life of any individual there is only
one life. That's all. Nothing more, nothing less. Your life is not enough to call for annihilation. Ishwalan #1: How can you be so inhumane?! Ishvalan #2: You will suffer the hammer of God! Bradley: God, are you talking? Now it's intriguing. How long do you think your God plans to wait before unleashing his fury? How many thousands of lives should I take
before He decides to hit me? Ishwalan #2: You're a monster! Bradley: Open your eyes! God is nothing but a construction created by man to inspire fear and promote order. If you want me to hit down for all these atrocities, use your own hands to do it, not God! Promise 520 cents (1.31) edit Mustang: Talking about. How do you cough? Edward: Eyes on (The
car goes wild) Come on, it's like I borrowed 500 Senz? Mustang: It was 520 Cenz! Don't sing me! Edward: I'm not cheating on you! I'm just not a penny like you. Alphonse: I'm sorry, Colonel. Edward: At this speed, you'll never make it big. (looks down on cents) Actually I'm going to hang on to it. I'll get him back when you become the Fuhrer. Mustang: Who
told you? Edward: Lieutenant Hawkeye. She told me about Ishwal, as well. (arrives at the destination) Mustang: Fullmetal, you can save the change for now, but I'll get it back for sure. Edward: And when this day is hired, I will again borrow more money from you, promising: I will return the money to you when you turn this country into democracy. And when
you get it back, I'm going to borrow some money, and I'm afraid you're going to agree to something else. Mustang: What does it mean that I have a long life ahead of me, right? Edward: That's right. Stop bothering the lieutenant! Thank you for driving. The Son of the Fuhrer (1.32) Edit Selim: You really wear armor! Awesome!!! Alphonse: Who is he? Selim: Mr.
Armor called you a brother! Does that mean your Edward Elrick? Alchemist Fullmetal?? Edward: Yes. Selim: aw cool!!! You're a tiny alchemist! Just like everyone says!!! Edward: Stutters, then beomes rage What was it, you little brother?! Say it again! once again! I'll send you flying! Do you hear me? Your little body will go straight into space! Selim: That's
also true! You hate being called a little boy! Just like everyone says!! Edward: Mrs. Bradley: He has always been devoted to his work. Although it's a complete dunce when it comes to understanding women... He was so rude once, I punched him in the face! I think it was fate though, because we've been together ever since! Why, on our first date ... Oh, you'll
listen to me! It doesn't matter. Teehehehehae... Briggs North Wall (1.33) Olivier Armstrong: I don't care about letters. Other people's ideas and opinions don't affect me. I decide with my own eyes. Enter, Fullmetal Alchemist. I'm warning you, I'm not playing. This is Briggs Mountain Fortress. Only the strong survive here. The Ice queen (1.34) Doctor: Automail,
used here, should be light, flexible and made of materials that resist the cold. It should be solid, but the user's health should always be considered first. After a large sample of errors, we found a combination of duralumin, carbon fiber, nickel and copper worked best. Edward: Aaa. No wonder I couldn't crack his automail. I assumed it must be mostly iron, so
that's what I was trying to decompose. Doctor: Don't worry about it. A lot of people here have things they don't want to talk about. It's part of our reputation... or pride, even. Edward: Yes, but if the word came out, I could be a military tribunal ... Olivier: The same goes for me. So what? Edward: Hoo boy ... Olivier: Major Miles. put them to work. Edward:
WORK? Olivier: which does not work, has no right to eat. Elricks: She's right. Edward: Ah-er, if I had offended offended I apologize. I guess... I just ask for these things because I hate being ignorant. Miles: an ignorant state alchemist, yes... What are you trying to get out, Miles? Race, pedigree, gender, rank... Worrying about the fact that shit in battle does
nothing but increase the loss. We absolutely can't lose Briggs. Whatever happens, we must remain united! Never let your resolve waver! We stand together as one ARMY! Km! You're not just Ishwalan. You're a descendant of many races. This legacy allows us to look at this country from different perspectives. I need you much more than my native Amestris,
who was born and raised in the same environment. So shut up and follow orders. Miles: I even went so far as to ask her what if the Ishvalan inside me couldn't forgive the Amenrian military, and you know what she said: Bring it then. On behalf of the military, I will take your call at any time. Edward: Man, what a lady. Maybe she just said the reason she had
her army with her Miles: No, a look in her eyes... I'll fight you one-on-one! (Everyone saw something. Edward: Gomunkul! Hell, do they know we came here to find a way to fight back against the homuncula? (The slot is asleep) Slot: What? Edward: Oh, you know, your Father in Central told you about us, didn't he? Alphonse: Yes, we're just looking for a way
to get our old bodies back. Slot: Who are you? Dig a hole. Which is worrying. what to worry about. Edward: You don't think this guy... Alphonse: Um. He may not have heard of us from the Father or the Fuhrer. (How did she dodge as a pirate came here) Buccaneer: So you really spy from Drachma! Both: You misunderstand! Buccaneer: Then why do you talk
to an intruder, how do you know him? Edward: We don't know him! Buccaneer: Your lies won't fool me! Edward: I'm not lying, I'm telling you! We were just... (The slot throws the phone at Edward and Alphonse, but they shy away from it) Slot: This place is great. Where is it? I don't have to dig anymore? Buccaneer: Fire! The weapon has no effect! Slot: Where
am I? (As lazy as the elevator on top) Buccaneer: It's bad! It goes to the level of development! Behind him! Military: Contact the level of development! Edward: We're going after him too! Alphonse: Hmm! (As people pull the box and some things like monster muscles sloth) Man: He's huge! Slot: Heat... Olivier: Don't move! (As Olivier, as she shoot a rocket at a
monster sloth) Olivier: Shot it. Military 3: Yes, sir! Olivier: I know I hit him. Buccaneer: Boss, it doesn't make sense! Firearms won't work against him! Olivier: What?! All non-combatants, get out immediately. Turn off the alarm, too. Don't let the people in Dramm know about this mess. Military 9: Boss, I brought this! Olivier: Was the trial over? Military 9: We
don't need them. These are development kids. Olivier: Remove the fuses from Military 9: Yes, ma'am. Military 7: The first round of downloads is complete. Olivier: Fire! (Like a tank explosion on a sloth face) Military 7: Direct hit! Sloth: Oy. Pain also ... Bother... Olivier: Don't just sit there, download the next round! Fire! (They continue to fire the explosion
again, then again laziness grab and throw on the stairs as continues to hold fire) Sloth: Oy. Back to work ... Dig a hole... (The slot punches through the wreckage, and everyone runs away when they were rescued by Edward Elrick) Form this country (1.35) edit Olivier: Let me show you the way Of Briggs! Edward: Briggs Way? Buccaneer: That's right. Give me
a hand, alchemist. Alphonse: Brother! Buccaneer: You too! Edward: A minute! We can't... Buccaneer: You were forced to help us under threat. You don't have a problem with that, do you? Who is this? Edward: Our good buddy. Buccaneer: Okay, help us. Hurry! Don't spill it! Soldier 9: Buccaneer, Gate 8! Buccaneer: Yes, sir! Olivier: Charge! Get him in the
elevator! (Tank passes through laziness) Sloth: What to worry ... Oliver: Click! Push us! Okay, it's working! Turn the tower to the right! Military 6: Yes ma'am ... (The slot falls under the tank gun inside the elevator) Olivier: Miles! Send it! Miles: Yes, sir! Soldier 6: Okay, he's gone! Slot: Where am I? (Buccaneer grab Sloth and throw him to the ground)
Buccaneer: Now! Do it! (They're taking down like water) Buccaneer: OK! Alphonse: So? What's next? Edward: Behind the gate? Smelly. (Then again tank like Olivier) Olivier: Move it, little red roar! (How they blast out sloth through the gates) Olivier: Hey! Another shot! Soldier 4: We don't have ammunition! Vato Falman: In that case... (Vato shoots the ceiling
and icicles fall on Slot's head) Sloth: Oy. (Edward and Alphonse blow a sloth out of Briggs as she falls on the snow) Edward: Ok! Buccaneer: This is a cold mixed fuel climate weather. It evaporates regardless of the intense cold, and its heat evaporation dries the body temperature in an instant. Besides, we're having a blizzard. It'll freeze him instantly, right
down to his brain. (The slot starts to freeze and freeze) Slot: So... Cold... Body.... Not.... Move.. A what.. a.. bother--- (Sloth falls) Family Portrait (1.36) edited First Homunculus ( 1.37) edit by Winry: But I can't just sit and wait any longer. Conflict in Baschool (1.38) (edited) Edward: And that's what! I'm sure we lost them. But you know what? This place... TOO
DAMN BIIIIIIIIG!!!!!!! Edward: It would have been a lot easier if Scar and this girl had just come to us. May: ALPHONS! I can't believe it's you! Edward: She came to us... May: Both brothers are desperate to fall in love with me, but sorry Edward you are not in my type. Winry: Release me Al!!! May:: Sorry! Who is this woman Al?! Alphonse: No its not so that
she is just a friend!! I don't always wait... why do I explain this, how I cheated on her or something... May: Not right! I'LL NEVER DELIVER. HUSSEY, IT'S LIKE YOU'RE GOING TO GET HIM OUT OF MEA!!!! Winry: You uh. just call me hussy? Yoki: Did you even listen?! Edward: Yes, how sad. Life is hard. Believe me, I know how you feel ... zampano : We've
already got this under crontrol, you just sit tight while we take care of Sca-Gets hit by Alphonse and kicking Edward Edward and Alphonse : AAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!! TALKING MONSTERS!!!!!! zampano : What happened to the two of you were all on the same si- Gets hit by Alphonse Alphonse : I NEVER TEAM UP with any FREAKY LOOKING MONSTERS!!!!
Edward: Help us, they pretend to be our friends so they can eat us!!! Alphonse: The plump one has a huge mouth, it can eat you in one bite!!! Edward: I think from now on, I'll call that one wet tongue-on-freezing flagpole attack! Five spikes shoot as Ed dodges zampano: furious for DA TIME!! STOP HITTING US!! WE HAVE TO BE ON THE SAME SIDE!!!
Edward: You covered your pig's face! I've never seen you before in my entire life, and you have to be the enemy if I don't know you! I bet you can't even prove to me that you're on our side. Sampano: Okay, I'm going to transform myself to prove it to you! Edward: Bastard, it's all your fault! You have to look at Vinry! Dream (1.39) Edit Dwarf in a flask
(Gomunkul) (1.40) Edit Kolbu: Young Man. Hey, you're there! Number 23: Oh no! Kolba: It's all right. Look, this way. Number 23: Um, right? Kolba: Hey, now, can't you at least get yourself to ask a little bit of wonder or something? Number 23: What do I get surprised by the acting? Kolba: You don't show fear. I like it. What is your name? Number 23: I am
number 23. Kolba: Not your number. I want you to give your real name. Number 23: I'm a slave, I don't have one. Kolba: Slave? Do you mean a person with no rights or freedoms? Someone traded and act like possession? Number 23: What's the Act? What is this? Kolba: This is when part of the property is transferred to another person. Number 23: Yes?
Kolba: It seems you're not all that bright. And you? Number 23: Hey! Get out of here! Kolba: How could I be born to someone as stupid as you? Number 23: Hmm? Kolba: You're the one who gave me blood, aren't you? Number 23: Eh! I guess so. He said he was going to use it for an experiment ... Kolba: I exist today because you gave me your blood. Thank
you... Let's see... Number 23 isn't going to cut it. I think I'll give you my own name. Number 23: Give me a name? Who are you? Kolba: You want a noble sound, don't you? Let's see... Theo! Theophrastus Bombastus! Number 23: It's too long! Kolba: Yes? Oh yes. You're not that smart. Maybe we shouldn't put too many syllables in it. Kolba: Well, what about
Wang? Van Hochenheim! What does that sound like? Number 23: So Van Hohenheim, right? I think I remember that. Kolba: It's written-O ... You don't know how to read and write, do you? Number 23: I don't need to read and write to do Work. Kolbu: Kolbu: slave work. Number 23: Uh... Kolba: You don't even want freedom? You'll live the rest of your life as a
slave without the rights of a real man? In this case you are no different from me being trapped inside this stuffy flask... Let me teach you, Van Hohenheim. Number 23: Hey, who are you? Who are you? What do I call you? Kolba: I will tell you that Van Hohenheim; You can call me a dwarf in a flask, Homunculus. Master: All things are made of one. And in the
end, everything comes back to one. Hohenheim: In other words, one of them is all. Master: And all this one as well. Hohenheim: Everything is ultimately one, so if everything doesn't fall into one, then all is nothing. Master: You've passed. Now you're an alchemist, Hohenheim. Well done, child. Hohenheim: I'm still just fit to be an assistant. My skill is nothing
near yours, sir. Hochenheim: I'm grateful to you. Homunculus: Oh, for what? Hohenheim: I live as well as I do now, thanks to the knowledge you have given me. And I also earned the respect of the master. Thanks to you, maybe someday I can even get married and make a family. Gomunkul: Family, right? How uncomfortable for you people. If you form
communities and breeds, your species cannot continue to exist. Hohenheim: Don't call it breeding, and whether it's a concept you can understand. That's where people find happiness. We live for the connections that we form with friends and family members. That's who we humans are. Homunculus: Of course, no matter what you say. Hochenheim: Okay,
then. What makes you happy? Homunculus: Well, I wouldn't want to be guilty of asking too much, but I think I'd be happy if I could just leave that flask. Gomunkul: Immortality? Why would someone who already has so much power and prosperity need such a thing? Master: Keep an eye on your tone! You are in the royal presence! If you keep this audacity, I'll
smash your flask! Homunculus: You wouldn't dare destroy such an important source of knowledge. Men: Gus! King: Stop talking. Immortality, tell me, is it possible or not? Homunculus: Growing impatient in old age? How deplorable, King Xerxes. Ok. I'll tell you how you can achieve immortality. Man 1: North Village attacked! I hear they're all dead! Man 2:
They thought this western village was doing it... Hochenheim: What a terrible tragedy. Kolba: Yes, a real tragedy. Izumi: Wow, imagine you're ed and Al's father. Hohenheim: And you, being the teacher of my sons. I'm sure they must have been a handful for you. Izumi: Oh, no, don't let this touch you. (Izumi coughs) Hohenheim: Izumi? Sig: Izumi, are you
okay?! I'll get your medicine. Hohenheim: Can I take a look at it? I know a little bit about medicine. Sig: Okay. Izumi: I'm fine. It always happens. Hohenheim: You're not all right. Mr. Seag, please find us a car! Hurry! Sig: Okay. Hohenheim: Mrs. Izumi. You saw the truth, didn't you? What did you sacrifice? be truthful with me. Izumi: My Moi were mutilated. I
was trying to bring my dead baby back to life. Hohenheim: I see. Mmm-hmm... I see. Beg your pardon. (Hohenheim stabbed Izumi Curtis belly on his body as Sig blow hohenheim) Sig: Izumi! Wait! Izumi! Izumi: Easy, darling, I'm fine. Sig: Your belly has been running through! Izumi: But my breath is lighter. Sig: Show me! Izumi: No wound. Sig: It's impossible.
Hochenheim: The organs that have been taken are a testament to your sin, and cannot be returned, but I have rearranged the inside of your abdomen a little bit and improved the flow of blood. Mrs. Izumi, you shouldn't just fall until. Izumi: Hohenheim, who are you? Hochenheim: I am a philosopher's stone, in the form of a man named Van Hochenheim. The
Abyss (1.41) edit Signs of Counteroffensive (1.42) edit Ant Bite (1.43) Envy: Why you ... Scum should do what scum are told to do! Don't be so cocky, you're a worthless piece of shit! (The envy of the transformer, like a high attack) zampano: Doctor! Jerso: It was close! Marco: Thank you. Envy: You're a fast, fat boy. (Sampano shoots envy under the eye)
zampano: Don't underestimate us scum. Envy: Gosh! (May Chang uses alchemy and tail envy to cut through) Envy: Do you think this two-bit attack will work?! Scar: No, right? Well, then, how do you like it? (Scar of attacking envy as a fall down) Marco: Is he dead? (The language of Envy Grabs Marco) Envy: Haha! I've got it! Both: Doctor! Envy: Whoa, stay
put. Unless you want him dead. Now then ... How am I supposed to do your best? What do you think, doctor, how about destroying the village of innocent people? Marco: I'm not going to let you do that. Envy: Stop resisting, Marco. This is stupid. Okay, I'm going to waste these slums. Marco: Stop! Envy: But just crushing won't be much fun. Maybe I'll take
them back to Central, and use them as ingredients for philosophical stones. Marco: Why, you! Are you still eating the things you made there?! Let the researchers --- my people! Envy: Yes? There's nothing you can do. In the end, we turned them all into a philosopher's stone. Marco: What? Not my people, too... Envy: Yes? You mean I didn't tell you? But
doctor, there's no need to mourn them now, is there? I mean, you made so many philosophical stones, didn't you? And used people's lives to do it! Marco: Yes. I sacrificed many people's lives to make philosophical stones. I know better than anyone else in the country how to make philosophical stones. And knowing how to make them... means I know how to
destroy them as well! (Marco, destroys the stone of Filsofer Envy, causing Gomunkul's body to fail.) Envy: It hurts! So much pain! No, it can't be! It's on fire! No, it can't... it can't happen to me, no, how did it happen? There's no way you're below the creature Beat me ... And you Chimeras, too... Don't look at me.... how dare you not look at me.... Don't look me
out of the way, worm!!!!!! (The envy emerges from his shattered body in its true form: the larvae of the larvae Envy: Don't look at me, worm... May: Mr. Ioka? Yoki: Help, put it down. Envy (sandwiched on the back of Yoki neck): Haha! I stole that idiot's body! Yoki: Aaaahh! Stop it! Let go! Somebody help me! I can't control my body! Envy: Right, you can't! Now,
if you want him to live, you'll do as I tell you! Jerso: No, it's all yours. Do whatever you want. It's not like he's a friend of ours or anything. Yoki: Aaaaaaaaahhhhh!!!! May: Poor Yoki, I wish I didn't know you better. Alphonse: We will never forget your sacrifice! Yoki: Aaaaaaahhhhh!!!! Please, Mr. Scar! You're not going to go away and let this thing kill me, right?
How can you turn your back on me?! Envy: What is it? Nobody cares about this guy?! Marcoh: You are wasting your time envy. We have taken the measures we will have to take to defeat you. We'll know the history of you and this man if you don't give up! Envy (reluctantly letting Yoki go): Damn! Alphonse (Capture Envy): Got it! Yoki: Am I free? Jerso: Good
acting, Doctor! Marco: I'm afraid I'm not used to bluffing like that. Yoki: Damn you all! None of you guys are my friends! How could you?! You're dead to me! Envy (later placed in a glass jaw): It sucks. Sampano: Well, I think it's time to ask you about your plans. Envy: I don't talk. Zampano: What was it?! Spit! You're a little worm! Jerso: Go! Give it to him,
zampano! Envy: After I tell you, you're just going to kill me, aren't you? Do you think I'll talk, fool? What can I say? Envy: Think about it, is Fullmetal pipsqueak here? Alphons: Brother? He should go back to Briggs right now. Envy: I heard he was missing. Alphons: What? What are you talking about? Tell me! Envy: Apparently the mine shaft in Baschool gave
way in. Vinry: That's not true... Revving on Full Throttle (1.44) edit Edward: I'm revving at full throttle! Promised Day (1.45) (edit) Looming Shadows (1.46) (edited) Emissary of Darkness (1.47) edit greed: I think in the dark, we have no upper hand over gluttony. But once the light is again, there is Pride. Hmm, it's going to be tough. Ling: Hey, greed! Greed: Is
that you, Ling? Ling: Switch with me. I feel the presence of Homunkul. I realized Pride was there, right? I can maneuver better in the dark! Greed: What is my choice?! Don't run away with that body! Ling: Don't be funny! It was my body to start with! gluttony: time is there--- Ling: Here you are! greed: Oh, good! I'm glad I'm paired with you! Ling: Thank you.
Edward: it's you, Ling?! Ling: Yes! Gluttony: I'm angry! I'm hungry! But you won't let me eat you right away! So I'm going to swallow everything! Darius: I feel something bad! Edward: Bad as that?! Ling: Something's coming! Edward: What's going to happen?! Ling: It's the same presence as it used to be. Edward: Hey, what are you guys looking at?! me,
normal guy! Guy! Fast Attacks Gluttony) Edward: What?! Darius: Stay! Edward: Is there anyone else there?! Ling: I don't know. I don't know, but this. Gluttony: This smell.... I know it.... (Lan Fan attacks Gluttony with her new automail hand) Ling: Thank god you're fine! I've been waiting for you, Lan Fan! Oath in the Tunnel (1.48) (Lan Fan fights with gluttony)
Gluttony: Will you stop killing me? I don't want to die anymore. (Lan Fan slice attack on Gluttony's face) Gluttony: Look! (Ling Yao strike gluttony) Lan Fan: Young Lord! Ling: We can catch up later! Lan Fan: Yes! Gluttony: Let me eat you already--- (Lan Fan slice on Gluttony's mouth) greed: (laughs) you're really kicking your ass! And sweet girl, how long
have you been a stud? Ling: Well, you know me. I'm filled with surprises! (Ling Yao kicks Gluttony) Gluttony: It's so dark here. How do you know where I am? (Lan Fan cuts off Gluttony's hand.) Gluttony (how the shadows of pride consume it): No... Don't eat me.... It hurts.... Please help me.... Lust....!!! Branch Attachment (1.49) Hohenheim: Wake up
Alphonse! Alphonse: Oh? Dad? Hohenheim: Yo. Alphonse: Mm ... If you're here, Dad, is it Kanama? Hohenheim: That's right. Alphonse: How... Where am I...? Oh yes! Pride! Dad, Homunculus Pride came into my body.... Hochenheim: Mmmmm. I heard about it from Mr. Gorius. Darius: It's Darius. Alphonse: Rats. It was like he was interfering with my soul,
and it was fickle. Hohenheim: These guys are almost like clones of me. Like my son, it can be easy for them to prevent your blood flow. Alphonse: Old Man Fu... Phew: You don't want to care for this man's wounds? Hohenheim: What is the situation like there? Phew: Are you Edward's father? Hohenheim: Yes, yes. Phew: The shadow monster has swallowed
up someone who called gluttony, and he's out of our control. He is fighting greed and Edward, but the situation is not very good. Alphonse: It's my fault. It's all in this mess, because pride caught me. Phew: Fires have created too many light sources, the same tricks won't work anymore. Darius: That's bad. The way things move, people in the slums will be
caught in the middle of it. Alphonse: Dad... You're a big alchemist, aren't you? Hohenheim: Yes, I'm not half bad. Alphonse: I need to ask, and I'm counting on your skills. Pride: You finally pretend... Hohenheim. Hohenheim: Heroes always come late, you know. Pride: Hero? Are you saying you want to beat me? Hochenheim: No, I couldn't do that. After all,
you're really scared. Pride: What is he thinking? Is he wanting something? Here he comes! Oh, what a pathetic strategy. You don't know when to give up. Edward: Al! Pride: Hmm, think you're coming back here to be my hostage. What a curious boy your son is. Hohenheim: Don't bet ... my son is down. Pride: Hochenheim! Ling: Amazing. He limited it.
Edward: What is it?! You're trapped al there, too, you What are you thinking?! Hochenheim: It wasn't my idea. Al suggested we do it. Upheaval in Central (1.50) (editing) Buccaneer: Colonel Mustang exchanges fire in a production quarter on the west side. There's a lot of soldiers going there. We're moving. You can kiss this basement goodbye. Put your teeth
in the trachea of these central pantivusists! Roy: You don't say. Soldier 2: They all but stopped fighting their weapons. Can they be almost made of ammunition? Soldier 4: Well, we're moving on them! Round up everything we have left! (Truck run like a military soldier dodge) Rebecca: Yoohoo, Riza! Reese: Rebecca, you're running late! Rebecca: Sorry,
sorry! I have good gifts for those of you who have been waiting! Rebecca: Why aren't these guys charging here? Cain: We have the Alchemist Flame with us, so they have to be careful when approaching. But we're downtown, so the colonel can't be too wild with his flame. Rebecca: Oh dear, here I came to the center to catch me a good man and you are all
a bunch of wusses! Guard: Your soldiers get out of there right away! Olivier: You stole Briggs' team from me, didn't you? Security Guard: Do you think you won't pay for it? Olivier: What about you? You don't think you're going to pay for this? You must have heard from this father a guy. What he's going to sacrifice. and what he's going to get. Guard: Yes, I
heard. Those of us who are elected will rise even higher, while Ametris will change the world! The pain that accompanies this change is not to be avoided! Why can't you understand that?! Olivier: You guys are hopeless. Security: What? (Olivier hits the guard with a sword across his arm and then she points to the Gardener with a gun) Olivier: Olivier: People
like you who watch the battlefield from the comfort of the safety zone, make pain to be something high, and use it. Gardener: Will you be a traitor back?! Olivier: Who knows? Once it's all over, I can be a hero. However... You will find that I am not as merciful as the Hero of Ishwala! Gardener: Don't wait! Soldier: What? Immortal Legion (1.51) edit Olivier: Order
the central soldiers who fight the Mustang. Wow, are you going to shoot? (Olivier Sword on guard's feet) Olivier: You subordinates aren't you disciplined, are you? Pull them back now. Briggs' soldiers will not hesitate to continue to fight them. Do you want to lose every last soldier you have? Hmm? Guard: Close the northern, southern, eastern and western
gates of the Central Command Centre! Don't let any of Briggs or Mustang's soldiers inside! Olivier: Ho... it seems you are not without some bravery, rotten, though it may be. Guard: Not too full of yourself, fool! We're going to crush you all, Briggs Mountain monkeys. (Slot smash and kill the guard) Slot: Yes? Oh, over here. No interference. He said to kill you.
Which is worrying. Olivier: Ha! Another place opens in front of the have my thanks, Homunculus! Now do not have to tarnish this sword, passed through the Armstrong family to go generations, with its dirty blood! Military9: Mustang runs in ice cream truck! Print from the main roads! It's disguised as a civilian truck, but it's loaded with weapons and
ammunition! Look sharply! (Buccaneer seems to take these military down) Bear! A bear with a mohawk! Kain: They cut out. Maria: Bear with a mohawk? Riza: This is Captain Buccaneer of the Northern Forces. The colonel looks like it's going to be hard to get into town. Roy: You're right. A truck full of ice cream, right? May (surrounded by a dummy soldier):
What is it?! You've deceived me, Envy! Envy: I didn't lie to you! Immortality is on in! (During the fight, May throws a glass jar holding Envy in the air) You little boy! (One of the mannequins grabs a can of Envy and swallow Homunculus, causing Envy to become a rise on the back) Envy: I'm back! (Envy continues to have a dummy devour one of its own before
turning into a mass of flesh that consumes others and reforming into body envy) Envy (after taking its usual form): I'm alive again! Thank you for driving me so far, girl. (Slot tries to attack Oliver World Armstrong) Sloth: Don't run away. (Oliver World Armstrong dodge as they got a gun and shoot him, but doesn't even work at all) Slot: What is it? Oliver: Hmm, I
should have known the bullet wasn't going to work. Soldier: That's far enough, General Armstrong. We have orders to shoot you as a traitor! Sighting fire-----whe? (Slot breaks soldier) Oliver: You're a fool! Now is not the time to concentrate you men together! (Oliver get the bomb and throw on laziness) Oliver: Take at least a little damage, right? (Slot grab by
Oliver Mira Armstrong) Sloth: I caught you. This time, I'm not hugging. Kill General Armstrong's woman. (Armstrong kick sloth on the face) Alex: Hello sister! Are you all right?! Oliver: Who do you think you're talking to, Alex? Alex: I'm so glad you're okay! By the way, what could it be? Oliver: The Bullets have no influence against him. Gun-grade fire is hardly
enough. Alex: What?! That's my specialty, don't you know? What do you say you leave it to your little brother Alex? Come on, monster! Sloth: What to bother. Combined Force (1.52) edit Kimble: Why won't you use the stone to get your original body back? Alphonse: If I had done that, I wouldn't have been able to save everyone. Kimbley: It's in keeping with
your ideals... in order to get what you give up on something of equal value. Alphonse: Tell me.... why should I choose?..... That's not right... I have to choose between returning to our original bodies and saving all... but why can't we have our bodies back and save everyone? It's not fair. Kimbley: Well ... there is another option. And this: you don't get your body
back, and you don't All. (Alex and Oliver continues to fight the sloth) Alex: I'm not finished yet! (Alex quit toss and attack the sloth on the head to smash then Oliver run through and jump attack on the laziness head) Oliver: OK! Under the skin, he's vulnerable! Slot: Oh.... I'm dying.... What Bother.... Dies.... is a bother.... What to worry .... Fighting the all-out ...
is ultra-bother ... Alex: Tell me what? Soldier2: General Armstrong! Throw you a gun and----What is this a huge thing? (Sloth quick through and kill, then both soldiers) Alex: What was it? Sloth: Look how I missed.... (Slot run) Alex: What a speed! Oliver: Slot, lazy ... Alex: Olivier! Oliver: He's a little pass me. Did you just see him? Alex: Just blur. For him to
move at this speed as heavy as he is ... Oliver: In nothing, it's below the belt. Slot: Yes... I am... the fastest gomunculus. (Sloth fast through again) Oliver: Alex! He's too fast to control himself. (Oliver dribble down, then again laziness to break it) Slot: Finally... hit you.... (In Central Command, Alex rescued Oliver and defeated the sloth as she hit the
underground and sloth falling and crashing into the ground) Guard1: What? Oliver: Alex. Alex: Oh, he's just dislocated. You, sister? Oliver: Just some fractures. (She spit it out like a hand to destroy) Alex: Oliver! Slot: Kill you fast... then sleep. Oliver: What ... Just happened? Alex! Alex: I knew he would come charging, all on his own, so all I had to do was wait
for him. Sister, can you get up? Oliver: Think about it, there's an order to shoot me. Alex: What?! We can't get that. I'll be the one who will inherit armstrong's family, so I can't let you die until you've hired the paperwork. Oliver: You don't have to worry about that. If I die, the mansion will reach the Mustang. Alex: Did you make that promise without even
consulting your family? Oliver: He's still one smidgen more preferable than good for anything like you. Alex: Does this have anything to do with whoever came to save you? Security: What is it? Flame of Vengeance (1.53) edit Narrator: Burn it, it's all. Roy: Hmm. There really is nothing better than watching fools dig their own graves. Especially when this fool is
an arrogant Homunculus who is too stupid to see what he does. I'm humorous, giving you plenty of time. So how about answering my question? ... I want you to tell me who killed Mace Hughes. Edward gasps and turns to Mustang. And I want the truth, Gomunkul. Envy:... Maria Ross did. Isn't that why you burned her to death? Roy: Shut up. I know she didn't
kill him. Envy (suddenly in delight): Oh?! You're telling me you burned an innocent girl to a pile of ashes!? Perfectly done, you're a monster! Wau must have had fun telling my family. Did you cry when you told them? Or did you sit back and tolerate their indignation? Roy: Stop running, idiot! The Smile of Envy disappears. I'm sick of what you, Homunkuli, are
giving. workaround when I ask you this question. Tell me the truth, or I'll burn it out of you! You're a worthless scumbag! The envy frowns Tell me who's responsible for his murder. There is a small pause. The envy smiles, then he begins to giggle quietly before erupting into a sadistic laugh. Envy: Congratulations, Colonel Mustang. You've finally tracked down
your criminal. Roy strains with surprise. Reese draws a gun and points it to Envy. Envy, meanwhile, buries his face in his hand, giggling. Roy (suddenly unimpressed): You say you killed Hughes? I doubt an idiot how you could pull that off. Envy: Ha! Idiot?! The envy is beginning to transform. Tell me who the real jerk is! Because I don't think it's me! I prefer to
use the term for those who fall in love with a cheap trick like this! Envy completes his transformation, turned into Grasia Hughes. Roy's eyes expand in horror with shock. Envy: Haha! You have to see your face! Oh, you wouldn't believe it, but it was the same look on Hughes' face when I shot him! It's a complete shock! Stupid confusion! You could see all the
emotions he felt as his own wife shot him...! Ahhh...! It... Was... Well done! Roy:... That's enough! You were stupid enough to admit, and even dumber to brag! All you said was fuel on your funeral pyre. So then, I think I'll start... Roy's face, as it turned out, was twisted with rage. ... burnt tongue! Roy: Otymi. All of you. I'm dealing with him myself. This fight is
mine, and my one! Jerso: Well, you've heard them! Let's move on and find this father guy! ... Yes?! The envy reached out in an untied form, blocking Jerso's path. Envy: I don't remember giving you permission to leave. I still owe you pain and suffering for being you - AAAGH! Roy blows envy right into his mouth with a fireball, causing Envy to fall on his back.
Roy: Watch me, Envy. Our conversation is the only one that should concern you! The envy turns back into its normal form, its tongue has been reduced to meaty sludge. It's kind of interesting how quickly a tongue can be rendered bubbling fat. It's amazing how easy it burns, isn't it? Edward: Lieutenant... Do you really think you're two--? Reese: Edward. Just
go. We can handle it. Edward: Are you sure? Roy: The lieutenant said go, Elrick! You have more important things to do. Envy: So... You've been pretty stubborn in your pursuit of Hughes' killer. You are a true friend... TO THE VERY END! Envy begins to transform into its unleashed form. Roy: Stay far away, lieutenant. Envy completes the transformation by
looking at Roy and Reese with a sneer. Unleashed Envy: Out of respect for your relentless quest for revenge, I'll give you the fight you're looking for. I'm not quite capable of treading easily in this body... So you better give me everything you've got--! RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH!!!!! Roy just caused envy's eyes to light up. Roy: What is it like when the liquids
inside the eyes are boiled? I think it might sting a little bit. Untied DAMN YOU! You! Roy unleashes another stream of flames. Envy writhes in pain. Roy: I can't believe you gave me a bigger goal. Do you think size will increase your chances of winning?! You're an idiot! Stand up, monster! Go ahead and regenerate yourself! You're going to suffer a thousand
deaths before I'm going to. Unleashed Envy (thinking): It's right ... How could I forget? He's the one who burned the man to death! Unleashed Envy smashes the wall, sending a few pieces of rubble to Roy, who winces. Terrified Gomunkul returns to his normal form and runs for his life. Roy: You're a COWARD!!! (He bolted after envy.) Riza: Colonel! ROY:
You WAIT here, LIEUTENANT! I'll take care of him myself! Darius: These tubes look like veins. And the further we get, the more it seems that I have a bad case of heart burn. May: I'm not surprised I got it too. There is a strong mass of rancid Chi ahead. Darius: Rancid Chi? May: Do you know how you can feel the fear of the crowd before the disaster? That's
true, but it's much worse. zampano: I really don't understand, but it sure scares the hell out of me. Edward: Scar, I need to talk to you. Scar: It's about the Alchemist of Flame, isn't it? It wasn't that long ago that I was a monster. I understand all too well the burning desire for revenge. The way he moves, he will destroy himself in the flames of hatred. And it's
doubtful he'll ever recover. Roy: Show yourself, Envy! Envy: Damn! Roy: Come out now! Otherwise I'll ignite your bone marrow! The envy comes out disguised as Hughes. Envy (like Hughes): Hey, Roy. What happened? (Roy freezes for a second.) Envy :Thinking: Stupid man! He's not going to kill his friend! Roy, furiously, blows up the transformed Envy of
Fire. Envy: AAAAAAAAAGGHH!!! What's wrong with you? Did you not hesitate to kill your best friend?!? Roy: Mays Hughes is dead. That's a fact. And you call his image... You must be gluttonous for punishment! (Roy blows up envy with a fireball, crashing it into a wall.) Envy: DAMN!! I'll show you the real punishment! Envy is charging towards Roy, who
quietly lights up the eyes of Envy again. Envy: YAAAAAAH!!! Not this not again! Agh...! MY EYES, THEY'RE GONE!!! Roy: So I'm curious. You were trying to get close so I wouldn't use a lot of fire? No one told you I could take aim? Too bad for you ... BECAUSE I CAN! Roy blows up the Envy of the Flame again. You will be left behind ... Who is this? A
military buddy? Riza: No, it's... This is a Ishvalan child... One was left dead without any where to call home ... Roy: Let's go... The war is over. Riza: Fighting, maybe, but the nightmares of what we've done in this place are still a long way from time. They will stay with me as long as I live ... I believed in you, trusted you with my father's research, and I applied
to the military academy because I was hoping to help other people. How it all turned out... it's not what I wanted, there is no way out of the truth. I can never atone for the suffering I have caused... I Am I a favor to ask, Mustang. Please burn it... Desecrate my back. Reese Hawkeye just pulled out a gun on Envy, which is disguised as Roy Mustang. Envy
raises its hands as if in surrender. Envy (like the Mustang): What are you doing, lieutenant? Do you know who your gun is at? Hawkeye: Ha! That? Don't be ridiculous. When it's just us, the colonel calls me Reese. The eyes of Envy are expanding. He jumps backwards and throws a disguise. Envy: So you two are so close, aren't you? Hawkeye: I lied. She
shoots Envy in the head, knocking him off the ground. But it was still very nice of you to fall in love with it, Envy. The envy gets up, digs, but another bullet is repelled. Hawkeye starts firing a gun in her hand until she runs out of ammunition. And now you can do me a favor with death! Reese pulls out two pistols in the holsters and shoots envy until they run out
as well. Envy: Oh, it hurts! The envy reached out and attacked Hawkeye, cutting her shoulder. In retaliation, Hawkeye pulls out his rifle and opens fire on Envy, hitting him in the knee, chest and head. Then it starts to recharge, but... Envy: Gosh...! You are really annoyed with this thing! The envy tightens her hand and grabs Hawkeye, lifting her up and
slapping her to the ground, knocking the bun out of her hair. Hawkeye suffocates with surprise and pain when it hits the ground. Envy: HA HA! I throw you at his feet like a rag--! The envy is engulfed in the flames of Roy Mustang, causing his monster hand to disintegrate. Hawkeye: Colonel! The envy, which is breathing heavily, begins to recover from the
Mustang attack, but the Mustang burns the hands and feet of Envy, forcing him to scream in pain and suffering. Envy falls and curls in the fetal position, whimpering with pain. He starts to get up, but freezes when he sees the Mustang standing over him. Mustang: Looks envy right in the eye ... What the hell are you doing to my lieutenant? The envy does not
react, looking absolutely in horror. The Mustang turns to Hawkeye. Don't interfere, lieutenant. I told you I'd take care of him myself. The Mustang returns to Envy, which visibly shudders, but then starts growling angrily. Envy: Grr ...! YOU'RE A BLOODY MAN! ISN'T IT--! He's engulfed in Roy's flame in the middle of the sentence. Hey! Hey--!
AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHH!!! The Mustang snaps its fingers again, amplifying the flames of Envy in. Envy screams louder as its shape is charred beyond recognition. The Mustang begins to attack him with more and more bursts of flames, screaming as he does so. Hawkeye watches as the Mustang unleashes its utter fury at envy, looking anxious. The
Mustang prepares the final burst of flames, snarling shakily, before releasing a furious cry of rage as he throws the final blast at envy, consuming Homunculus. When the explosion recedes, envy is burned, and the ashi silhouette limps and disintegrates, leaving it true form. Roy: After you saw the true form of Envy, so this is your true form... You're ugly. Envy
means jealousy. That's your name. Name. Right? I get it. And jealousy is an ugly thing... NOW SGORI'S IN HELL!!! Edward: Roy Mustang Try then! If you want to fight, fine! But first, maybe you should take a good look at your face! Is this the face you plan to wear when you lead this country? Well, isn't it? Is that what you want to be a colonel? Another
monster?! Scar: What right do I have to stop someone from residents? Nevertheless, I shudder to think what kind of world a man, held captive by his own hatred, will create as soon as he becomes his ruler. Roy: Swearing at the child... Lecture the man who was my enemy ... And you, I did it again, I hurt you. How stupid can one person be? Edward: Now I
see. You're jealous... You're jealous of people, aren't you? We humans... In your way, we must be nothing compared to Homunkuli. And yet, when we are beaten, when we got lost and fell... we face this problem over and over again. Our loved ones are always there to take us back. And you're jealous... You're jealous of it. (Envy cries and cries sobbing and
ready) Envy: DAMN ...! Gosh darn! Gosh darn! I was humiliated ...! Humiliated! ME, Envy, jealous of you? Of you people? I'm a gomunco! How can this squeaky guy see through me? This is the ultimate humiliation ...! I think we'll see how long this charming little union of yours can hold up! Oh well, good luck with that, pipsqueak. The envy forcibly removes
the philosopher's stone and destroys it, turning into dust Goodbye... Edward... Elric... With that envy has disappeared. Roy: So he's had his life. What a coward. Olivier: Bullets have no effect on them. Smash in their upper jaw. At least we don't have to worry about chewing us to death. Attack in pairs, and ensures to pull out at least one each! Show me the
valor of the central soldiers! Sloth: Let's see ... What did I do? Oh, I remember. Kill a female general. (The slot on the leg is like Alex Armstrong's chain) Alex: Oh, no, you don't know! Slot: Let go! (Slot attacks Alex chain) Alex: Of course, it's hard just being able to use one hand. (Alex's slot punches) Soldier 1: Alex! Soldier 2: Major! Soldier 1: He's going to
beat him to death! Someone can't help him. Olivier: Leave him! My brother. Trained yourself better than being killed like this! Slot: It's over. Soldier: Major! (Alex punches a sloth in the face like a muscle up) Alex: My shoulder popped back! Olivier: Good! (Alex is ready to rumble against the sloth as he beats at full power) Alex: This artistic muscular and artistic
alchemical collaboration is superb and elegant! Izumi: When people ask, I say I'm a housewife... It makes sense ... But today I spilled that disguise. I'M AN ALCHEMIST! Adult Lifestyle (1.55) Soldier 1: Is He Still Moving? Soldier 2: How many times do we have to kill him? Alex: In that case, again! (Slot Fast Attack Again) Alex: What perseverance. No! Soldier:
Major! Major! Armstrong! Alex: Hold on! We're who he wants! Stay out of this! Slot: Soldier: Pull! (The slot is held against the chain of some of the soldiers) Soldier 3: Dig in! Soldier 4: You both please run, now, while you can! Olivier: What?! Soldier 2: So, fast! Soldier 7: Major, go, now! Alex: Would you like me to run away from this? A simple thought of
escaping from the battlefield... I swear on my life, it's never going to happen again! (Slot tries to kill them both, but is struck by the alchemy of Izumi Curtems, then she transmutes the door to the fist from which she just hit Slot, sending a bunch of dead Immortal Soldiers) Izumi: You refuse to run. Impressive. You're a good man, but then, I already have a man
a hundred times better than you! Olivier: Who are you? Izumi: Hmm? A female officer. That should mean you're a disgusting General Armstrong. Your subordinate, the one who has a mohawk, asked me to come and help you. Olivier: This man ... Who asked him? Slot: Such pain... (Sloth fast attacks again as Izumi grabs Sloth and throws it as Alex and
Olivier look on in amazement) Izumi: Dear! Coming atchya'! Sig Curtis: Yes! (Sig punches Slot back into the wall, once again leaving the Armstrongs dumbfounded.) Alex: Extraordinary, who is he? Izumi: He's my husband. (Sig and Alex show off their muscles, impressed with each other) Alex: Incredible valor! Respectable muscles! (Two handshakes ask Slot
trying to attack them again. Two beat him, sending him flying on the other thorn as the two shake hands again) Sloth: Ahh ... Pain... (Slot trying to get out) Alex: This monster never will a down? (The slot tries to break the thorn, but he can no longer regenerate his wounds, so his hand disintegrates as he begins to die) Slot: Hey... I'm dying now...? For real...?
What dies like ...? Such pain... think about it ... But such pain... life too ... (The slot dies completely, disappearing into the dust as Alex falls) Soldier: Major! (Sig bends over and smiles at Alex in Manly Manor as Alex does the same) Return of the Fuhrer (1.56) edit Anger: Long Time Do Not See. You just had to run and keep quiet. Greed: Unfortunately, my
greed knows no bounds. I want your life, too, Anger. Buccaneer: Is he our backup? Greed: The world around the city is that you died in a train accident. How did you get through this? Anger: My eyes are too sharp for that. I was able to appreciate in an instant where among the wreckage run to get out of here. However, the years take their toll. My body won't
keep up like it used to be. Greed: Thinking to himself This man has just survived a train crash, and yet he complains about age? Vato: Ling Yao, right? Ling: Yes! I haven't seen you since I hid in this apartment, am I? For a long time, warrant officer Falman. VAT: I'm a lieutenant! Ling: I have to stay and eat for you, so I'll give you a helping hand. greed:
Although, the truth is, we both have resentment at him! (Ling and anger anger Anger: Moving to my blind spot, right? Greed: My partner inside me taught me how to deal with you. Anger: Isn't it? Then I'll do it. (They continue to struggle as anger takes off his eye-patch revealing Ultimate Eye) Eternal Vacation (1.57) (Ling and Fu continues to fight anger)
Grilling: Oh! Look, old man! Phew: I didn't do it on purple---I mean I didn't mean it! Grilling: Why you! (Anger attacks them and then disarms Fu) Anger: I feel more comfortable with a weapon like this. You're moving well, for someone even older than me. However... This is the end for you! (He cuts off Fu's bandage, and Fu jumps back when blood is pumped
out and covers his face) Ling: Ling takes over Old Man Fu! Anger: Prince Singese, right? Greed: Ling! Don't take me without my permission! Anger: It's like the time this girl lost her arm. Once again, you are risking your life for not being able to leave behind. Phew: Young Lord, forget about me. You don't have to fight for my life. Ling: Don't give me this shit!
Are you really telling me I have to be like him?! The king must fight for his people because he is nothing without them! This man is about to sacrifice his people! His people! I will never become the monster that he is! Phew: If you are really a man worthy of being king, you should be able to take some loss - He coughs up blood Ling: You should rest, please!
Phew: Hehehe, you're right, Young Lord, I need some rest. Time for this old man to find peace. He knocks Ling down the back of his weapon and charges Anger in attempting a suicide bombing Harden is your shield, greed! Protect the body of the Young Lord! Young Lord, become the king you must be. But this old servant has no choice but to offer his
retirement! Greed: He tempers his shield You stupid fool! Phew: I'm taking you to hell! Bradley! (Anger slices through explosives and fatally wounds Fu) Fu: Even with my life on the line, I can't even lay a scratch on it? Young Lord... forgive my shame.... Buccaneer: Even if you have god-like eyes, there's no way you can dodge an attack you can't see coming!
Old man, I'm going to accompany you to hell. Phew: Oh... you have my gratitude.... (Anger kicks Buccaneer and Fu as Ling uses shield-like greed to attack The Wrath of the Ultimate Eye and destroys it forever, leaving him mortal) Lan Fan: Looking Down to Fight GRANDFATHER!!! Sacrifice (1.58) (Anger and greed continues to struggle as it breaks the wall
falling into the water) Ling: Damn! Why, you! (Lan fan grab Ling Yao) Ling: Not you! You're stupid! Don't mind us! Lan Fan: This is our job... To protect... Young Lord... Ling: This big weight is too much for your automatic mail to support. You're going to look after the old man! Lan Fan: It's... too late for him ... Briggs' soldiers, give me a hand! Soldier 3: Right!
Bradley! (Anger to throw knives as soldiers shoot King Bradley's anger fall into the water) Military 6: Who is this guy?! Ling: Listen, listen, Guys! Anyone who doesn't want to get hurt, anyone with a family, or a lover, to stick under your back! Greed: Also women! I'm not the kind of person who fights women! (The military is trying to attack Ling Yao greed and
shoot, then, as greed armor power) Military 4: Impossible! (Greed fight the military against enemies and strike, the way the missile destroy it and the tank as the military fall, how greed to fight against the military, like a truck attack through it, then again greed to destroy the truck as it attacks the military) VAT: Stunning. Is that Lin Yao? Or is it Gomunkul? Lost
Light (1.59) Edit Eye of Heaven, The Gate of the Earth (1.60) Edward: What's the matter, what's the matter? Your attacks are pretty lacklustre, aren't they? Pride: Please don't get it wrong. Until you have fulfilled your goal... Edward: You have to keep me alive, don't you? Then all I have to do is defeat you all before it happens! Pride: Defeat us? Please try it.
You are missing out, so you have always struggled with those who were bigger than you. In other ways, you have little experience dealing with those who are smaller than you! Edward: Why, you! You're right, I only fought opponents bigger than me. That's why ... I know that the patterns of attack that will have a collapse! (Selim Bradley Pride break half a life
face eyes apart) (As the National Transmutation Circle is activated, the citizens of Amestris begin to die one by one, their souls are absorbed by the Father) (Rembul) Pinako: Next time I'll see you, Hochenheim.... I am going.... slap you.... (She falls down, dead) Winry: (fighting for breath) Save us, ed.... You are welcome.... (She's dying too) (After completing
the Nationwide Transmutation, a giant Gate appears in the ground. Father: Oh, hear me, Lord! I demand that you respond to the cry of my soul! Come to me! (No less huge gates appear from the eclipse. Yes! I will no longer be associated with you and your consequences! I WILL MAKE YOU GO DOWN TO THIS EARTH AND INTO MY BOWELS - YOU
HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO BE ABSORBED! (The great dome of light then envelops the Father and the Gate before the explosion, enveloping the world with blinding light) The one who swallows God (1.61) Father: You have done well, my faithful sacrifices. Hohenheim: (eyes widen in shock) Do you mean you actually did it? Father: (now in a new body
fashioned after the much younger Hochenheim) Yes. I did what I set out to do: buy God. Edward: To buy God?! It's impossible! Hohenheim: Unfortunately, this is, given the quite large amount of energy. Edward: Wait, what energy? (he gasps in horror of realization) REALLY STONE?! Alphonse: It can't be! Does that mean all turned into a philosopher's stone?
May: How many lives have been sacrificed for this? Roy: Amestris is a big country; at least fifty million people. (May suffocates, suffocates, killed) Edward: Bastard! (Ed tries to transmute the earth beneath him, but the father turns off the alchemy of each) Father: Your alchemy will not help you. Goodbye, gentlemen. (Gomunkul creates sun on the palm of
your right hand) Hohenheim: What are you - What is it? Father: The power of God is now under my control. With that, I can do anything; for example, I can create the sun right in the palm of my hand. (Ed watches in horror in awe in the sun like other glare at his father) Father: Should I let his flames lose here? What do you think? (Suddenly, the rhythm of
energy appears from within the Father. Homunculus stops, while surprised Pride turns to look at Hohenheim as the latter begins to speak) Hohenheim: Your plan to trade God into this world was misguided. We've been plotting against you since you started it. (Another blow appears as the father glowing in Hohenheim) For many long years, I fulfilled the
calculation after calculation. I set up my philosophical stones: friends who have lived in me for a long time, in preparation to this day! (Third strike) Xerxesyan #1: It's time. The Xerxes man #2: He is guilty of the ultimate transgression. Xerxyan Man #3: We don't have any more bodies to return. But the residents of Amestris still have a chance to resume their
physical forms. Xerxessian woman: Yes. We know what we have to do. Let's bring their souls back to their bodies. Xerxesyan Child: That's what Hohenheim asked us to do. (There is a much stronger rhythm, leaving the Father in shock. They're just glasses. They won't activate without a circle! This is the basic rule of alchemy! Hochenheim: We have a circle.
It's one of a huge force, and it can be self-activated, even if something has to happen to disable me! The shadow of the moon cast on the world by the eclipse! Xerxes souls begin to activate their Transmutation) Xerxesian Child: We start now, Hohenheim! (Red lightning strikes down at 5 points of the circle. Meanwhile, the father's body begins to gain veins)
Father: Even now, you still think you can stop me. You're a fool, Hochenheim! Hochenheim: That's why I came back. It's time to remember your place, dwarf in a flask!! (Umbrala's circle is activated, quickly depleting the Father's body and forcing him to shrug off the sun in his hand. Hohenheim: Yes. The people of Amestris returned their souls to their bodies.
And with nothing more than Xerxession's souls he already had, I doubt he can continue to control what he calls God. Father: (extremely angry) I can always create another stone. I'm not you; There's more! A human souls I could draw energy from! (Meanwhile, in the room above the Father and the victims, anger and scar continue their battle) Anger:
Ishwalan! I think I was wrong! I thought the science of alchemy was hideous to iswal's eyes, the one that you believe to be the creator of all things! Did you leave your god? You'd leave it.... So easy?! Is your god so easily lost to your people?! He's not it? In Ishwalana Civil War .... when you were surrounded by nothing but despair..... (Scar tries to attack, but



snuggles up. Anger raises the sword, preparing to kill) Anger: Of course, somewhere in the darkest depths of your heart, you began to believe that there was no GOD in this world all! (Above, the eclipse ends, and the sun shines through the sword of wrath, blinding him. (As he lies dying, Anger muses to himself) Anger: I myself have never believed in destiny
or God. If they exist, perhaps this is their way of divine justice or providence. Lan Fan: Any last words you would like to say? Anger: No. Lan Fan: Such a sad life. Tell me, Bradley. Was there anyone you loved? Any friends? Your wife? Anger: My wife... Lan Fan: You say you have nothing? No message for her? When she finds out you... Anger: Your trivial
words of sadness, love and guilt mean nothing to me, young lady. My wife understands. She's the woman I chose to live next to me. There are no more words that need to pass between us now. That's what it's like to be the wife of a Fuhrer. (Bradley laughs as his hair turns gray with age, while Lan Fan looks on in shock) And now you've spent all your time
asking useless questions and lost the opportunity to take revenge. What a shame. (He sighs) I have lived my life forever following the path that has been set for me. Thanks to the peculiarities of humanity, it was at least a life worth living for, and maybe even a life worth dying for. (Bradley closes his eyes forever, keeping a smile on his face) Alphonse: Brother!
Edward: Al! Go on, go on! I think he wants something with me. Izumi: Al, let's go! Don't let yourself be beaten up, Ed! Edward: Yes! (Others go to the surface to fight the Father, leaving Ed with Pride in themselves) Pride: Damn you greed, have you forgotten that you are one of Homunculi? Where's your honor? Edward: You assume that he should just be a
good boy like you and do whatever his father tells him. Is that true? Pride: Do you need to ask such a ridiculous question? It is only natural that we have to obey our father, regardless of order. Edward: Heh! You're the one who's funny! It's only natural, isn't it? So it's natural to be brainwashed by a punk who doesn't even try to think for himself?! Pride is
enough for Ed, him up and down with his shadows. Shadows. Explain it to me! Why do you want to make your Father's wish so much? He wears you a piece, and breaking you, he doesn't care! Pride: Why should I care if my father doesn't? I'm not a puny person like you, I'm one of Homunculi! WHAT DO YOU KNOW, MAN?!?! (Gomunkul continues to
torture Ed using his shadow) Pride: This container won't last much longer. But still, like my Father, you're a Hohenheim pedigree. So we're practically brothers. That means, Edward Elrick, I can use your container! Your body belongs to me! No, isn't that? Kimbley: You can't have it Pride! I'm not going to let you take that body! It's not suitable for homonculus!
Pride: Kimble?! There's no way! How could you maintain your individuality amid this storm of souls?! It's just not possible! Kimbley: You call it a storm?! Oh, stop, you're going to make me laugh! The bitterness that all these voices contain soothes me like a lullaby! Pride: Why are you interfering?! Kimbley, why?! Kimbley: Not my choice. I was quite pleased,
but when you decided to throw you away honor as a riot police, you made me intervene. You speak of your precious pride, the quality for which you have been named. But then you suddenly find yourself in serious danger, and you seek to escape into the body of a person of lower form of life that you so despise. It's pathetic. You're a disgrace! (Ed breaks
free, claps his hands and grabs Pride by the face, transmutation of them both) Pride: He will kill me! Kimble: If you think so, you still don't know Edward Elrick! Edward (as his soul enters the body of Pride): Selim! Pride: Impossible! He turned into a philosopher's stone, and now he's heading inside me?! Edward: I caught you! You're mine! (He grabs Pride,
bringing images of Bradley and his wife to appear in the eye of Homunculus) Pride: Stop it. Stop it. PLEASE STOP!!!!!!!! (Back to the physical reality, as Ed's soul returns to his body, the body pride dissolves into ashes with the fruit lying in the hand of Fullmetal alchemist) Edward: So this is your true form... I think I should apologise to Mrs Bradley. Now wait,
stupid boy. Fierce counterattack (1.62) Red fights with Father and wins. Armstrong: Nice, ed. Just keep going. Sampano: Go, KID! Darius: ELRIC! Briggs: Yes! Let him have it! Steel! Hawkeye: Hit it, Ed! Izumi: Go, Ed! Armstrong: Fight, Edward Elrick! Briggs: Go! Ling: Greed is what you desperately wanted, isn't it? May: Please don't die! Hochenheim: Go,
EDWARD! Lan Fan: Fight on. Mustang: FULLMETAL! Greed: Yes, you're right. That's what I wanted. I wanted to have friends like that. (Ed knocks his father off his face) Edward: GET UP, you're NEW! I'M GOING TO SHOW YOU HOW OUT-OF-CLASS YOU REALLY ARE! THIS FIGHT, YOU'RE GOING TO LOSE! The other side of the gateway (1.63)
Father: I do not understand...! Darius: Okay, Klobber, that bastard! Father: How can he happen when I have swallowed God? How can a simple man ... scarce alchemist ... With your bare hands?! Greed: Pull yourself together! Stay on your feet idiot! Briggs Soldier: Sorry. Father: Stone. Philosopher's Stone! (Father grabs greed, latches on to his intestines.)
Give me your stone, greed! Be a good son! (Inside his mind, Ling tries to keep greed from sucking out of his body.) GREED: GOSH, NOOOOOO! Ling: Fight it, greed! Greed: Let go, stupid! You're going to be dragged with me! Ling: No way! I won't let you go so easily! I need you if I'm going to be emperor! Greed: Just let go! My whole being was extracted
from his greed. And the power that is trying to bring me back is much stronger than your body! Ling: You can't just give up! Hard! Oh no! My body! I don't don't don goooooooo! Greed:... You know, it's not as perfect as being the king of the world. But I can do it because of Emperor Xin. Let's fight him, and our partner? Ling: It's more like that. (Greed punches
Ling away.) Greed: Heh Heh heh ... Ling: Who are you--? Greed: It's time to say goodbye to the baby. There's no point in getting involved with my old man with me. Ling: Hold on for a second, greed! You just told me we were going to fight together, didn't you? You can't just hit me! How could you lie? You always said you didn't believe in lies! It can't end that
way! greed: (laughs) aw, you fell on it, hook line and sinker, you're a little piss-ant! It was the only lie in my life. Lan Fan has a philosopher's stone. So you don't need me anymore, man. Ling: But I ... greed: Wahahaha! Ling: Wait, greed! No wait! Don't do this! (Outside) Lan Fan corresponds by cutting off his father's hand.) Greed: Later... (He disappears from
Ling's soul.) Ling: greed, no... Edward: No, greed! (Suddenly, the father finds his skin becoming brittle and brittle as it turned into charcoal.) Father: How could you, greed? greed: I finally walked away from this pesky boy! Father: Why, greed? Why would you betray your own Father? Greed: I've always had a rebellious streak, Dad. Don't be so surprised. I've
cancelled the Ultimate Shield you gave me, turning your body into the most fragile carbon! Father: You're a cunning devil! I'll leave, you fool! Go back to nothing! (He pulls the essence of greed out of his body and bites it in half, causing asexual greed to dissolve.) Ling (heartbroken): GREED! (The misty form of greed lingers before it begins to dissipate.)
Greed: Oh, gosh. Looks like it's over. (He notices Edward, Ling, and Lana Fan, looking at his dying form with despair.) You know, I could do without that pathetic look right now, moch-ant. (Flashback...) Ling: You're wrong, greed! They'll always be a part of you. Friends are part of your soul! Edward: Why don't you come to terms with us? You don't have
anything. Why not With us? (Flashback ends.) greed: Hmm. I can't believe I let Ling and little zhikna talk to me like that. Aww Aww was enough. Yes. That's all I really need. They gave me everything I could want. Hehehe. Thank you, and goodbye, my friends. (Grid disappears.) (Edward, his furious montage, charges his father, scream violently before
pushing his fist into his father's chest. Hochenheim: That's it. (Father shakes uncontrollably, his powers were completely deprived.) Father (voice distorted: My stone ...? you destroyed my stone ...? (God's hands now stretch from the pit, begin to consume the Father.) No...! It can't... What is this?! (Everyone watches as the father begins to be dragged to the
ground.) Edward: Go back to where you were born. Go back to nothing, Gomunkul! (The father falls to the ground, straining against God's grip when he begins to almost explode.) Father: But why?! I just wanted to understand... knowledge of this world! I wanted to experience it, for free! I just wanted to be FREE! FREE KNOOOOOOOOOW!!! (Many of God's
hands capture the father and cover his mouth before being figuratively dragging him inside himself. (At the gate...) Homunculus: Tell me why you refused to join me? Why God? How disappointed did I disappoint you? Truth: You were unable to believe in yourself. You have stolen your power from others, you have rejected your human origin, and you have
decided to crave the power of what you call God. You never grew up in your days in a flask. Did you really think you were going to rise above people by removing your seven desires? Don't be ridiculous! Homunculus: What's wrong with that? I just wanted perfection! I wanted this world of knowledge to be of my own! Why should I be punished for this? What's
wrong with the craving for knowledge? What's wrong with finding perfection? Say it! Who are you? Do you even have a name? Who the hell do you think you are!? Truth: Who am I? One name you could have for me is the world, or you could call me the universe, or perhaps God, or perhaps the truth. I'm everything and I'm alone. So of course it also means
I'm you. I am the truth of your despair, the inevitable price of your boasting. And now I give you the despair you deserve. (The gate opens with a mustache, reach for Homunculus and captures it.) Gomunkul: Don't do this to me. I can't... I can't go back. Please stop! I can't get naked to be bound anymore! WAHH! AHHHHHHH! No! No no no no! Truth: This
desperation is reserved for the boastful. Homunculus (Being drawn in): Just tell me what I had to do! Truth: You have brought this result to yourself. Homunculus: What did I do wrong? What was I supposed to do!? (The gate then closes, with Homunculus trapped forever.) Truth: You just had to see the answer with your own eyes. Roy: What happened? Is it
over? Did we win? Reese: Yes, sir. Although didn't come back the other way. May: I'm sorry! I'm so sorry! Edward: It's not your fault, May. It was his decision. Ling: Ed, I have a loss for him. Take it, it's a philosopher's stone. Use it to get it back. Edward: I can't. As much as I want, I can't. I promised Al. We would never use a philosopher's stone. (Thinking) I
don't think there has to be a way to get it back. I have to be, I think, damn it. Think about it, just keep thinking. Hochenheim: Edward... Use my life for loss. Use me to save Alphonse. I've got enough life left. Edward: No way! I can never do that, you stupid ass! This has nothing to do with you. It's our own fault. I'm not going to use another human life to get Al
back. And I don't care who it is! Why you should sacrifice your life for our mistakes! Hochenheim: Because I'm his father. And that's the only thing that matters. You don't know how much you guys mean to me. I just want you to be happy. And I don't know any responsibility for that, it might not have happened if I had been there for you. Sorry, Ed. I've lived
long enough. Just give me a chance. Edward: Shut up, rotten father! You're going to say something stupid again, and I'm going to knock you out! Truth: I think you're here to pick up your brother. How do you plan to get an entire man out of here? What is your payment? Are you going to offer your own body? Edward: Yes, I have your payment right here, so
go ahead and take it! This is my Portal of Truth. So I have to make a decision on how it is used. That's the truth? True: Hehehe! Has it come before? Hehehahahahaha! And you're sure of that? You realize that you will never be able to perform alchemy again without your portal. Edward: I know that. This portal, I know, it contains all the secret alchemy has to
offer. However, this also led me astray. I saw the truth in it. And I made sure I could solve everything with alchemy, but I couldn't be more wrong. It was just arrogance. True: Are you ready to throw it aside? To get down to the common man? Edward: What do you mean to lower yourself? It's the only thing I've ever been, just a man who couldn't save a little
girl, even with alchemy. True: Are you sure you'll be fine without him? Think carefully now! Izumi: Ed! Roy: Full Metal! Hawkeye: Edward! Hochenheim: Ed! Armstrong: Edward Elrick! Ling: Ed! May: Edward! Lan Fan: Ed! Vinry: Ed! Edward: Who even needs alchemy when I have them! The truth (Gasping in excitement as it is and Ed's door disappear): You
did it! That's the right answer! Good job! You beat me! Go ahead! Take him home! The back door to you! Goodbye, Edward Elrick! (With his gates and truths gone, Ed sees Al.) Edward: It was crazy, Al-Alphonse: Haha, speak for yourself. Edward: Now let's go home together... (To Tricia's grave at the time of death): Hello, Tricia, I'm home. So get this, Ed
actually called me his own though he prefaced it with rotten. Having lived all these endless years, I always felt that I was structured with a curse, but then I found you and we had our sons, and I suddenly felt blessed, grateful for the life I had. I had a full life. And thanks to you, that was enough. Thank you... Tricia. But now, believe it or not, I really want to go
on living. I guess I'm pretty hopeless, aren't I, Tricia? The End of the Journey (1.64) edit the narrator: Step forward and protect your life, and the world that brought it up. Alphonse: She was treated so well. So many people took care of both of us. And now, despite all this compassion, from people like you and Mr. Hughes, we feel that it is our turn to repay the
happiness that has been given to us. Gracia Hughes: Isn't that what alchemists believe? Equivalent exchange? Alphonse: No. This is equivalent if you take ten and then you give ten back. But if you take ten and then add something about yourself, you'll come back eleven. It's not much; but that's all a new principle that we're trying to establish. (Laughs) And
now we just have to go out and prove that it really works. Edward: (Not easy) Listen to Vinry ... Winry: Well? A what? Just come out and say it. Edward: Equivalent exchange! Winry: Yes? Edward: I'll give you half my life if you give me half of yours! Winry: (Understands what Edward offers her) aw, c'mon. Do you have to treat everything like alchemy? The
whole equivalent of sharing a thing is just nonsense! Edward: What did you say?! Winry: Wow, that's nonsense! How about giving your whole life to you? (Clumsy kick) Uh uh... maybe not all! 90.. maybe 80%? This is not enough. But 85. Yes, 85 is a good number! Edward: (Laughs) Vinry: What?! Shut up! Edward: I'm sorry, really! Vinry: Edward! Edward:
You're so incredible! You knocked the equivalent of sharing an apartment on his butt in just a few words! Winry: And what does that mean? Are you making fun of me? Edward: Not at all. Thank you for cheering me up. Edward (Voice-over): There is no such thing as a painless lesson. They just don't exist. Sacrifice is needed. You can't get anything without
losing something in the first place, though if you can withstand this pain and get away from it, you will find that now you have a heart strong enough to overcome any obstacle. Yes, the heart has made a complete mark. Cm. also edit Fullmetal Alchemist (manga) Full alchemist (anime) External links (edit) links fullmetal alchemist brotherhood season 1 episode
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